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The King and Sailor.—The following
DOINGS AT WASHINGTON.
In the midst of it, the Chairman withdrew halloo “ order” at rne till to-morrow morning
amusing anecdote of Don John, King of Por
his proposition, and it was drawn up in the —I will stand here and appeal till candlelight
[From the United States Gazette.]
PUBLISHED EVKKY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
shape of n resolution by Mr. Briggs.
Ignor —I will never submit to it.
tugal, when in Brazil, is related by the
W«S rendered a
ng ",is pi*r
JAMES K. REMICH.
Messrs. Robertson, in their i( Four Years CONGRESS-STRANGE PROCEED ant of this, Mr. Holleman of Virginia, a rabid
Mr. Ingersoll of Pennsylvania. Will the
INGS— CONFUSION AND DISORDER.
Loco-foco, blusteringly told the Chairman Chair hear me a few words ?
Oitice on the Main-street--opposite the Meeting-House. Residence in Paragua.”
Washington, Dec. 10, 1839.
that he would protest against his proposition,
[The uproar was renewed. Cries of “ No I
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
A vessel having arrived in port, at a time
I am sorry to say that the House of Repre and was proceeding in an absurd lecture to no ! Sit down 1 you have no business here !
Two dollars per annum, if’ paid within the year.— of great anxiety, as to the state of the camlem"" ofG„Pnf.
sentatives to-day presented a scene of confu Mr. Adams about it, when the latter quietly Sit down!” Other loud shouts of “Go on,
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
1 a ve,y painful (' S)”'1'
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. INo i paign in Portugal, with recent news from sion and disorder, such as I have never seen asked what proposition he alluded to. “ Your go on ! Hear him, hear him, hear him, hear
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub that country, the king anxious to have a vi exhibited in that body ; though at the same own proposition,” replied Mr. H. “I have him! No, no ! Hear him! Order, order !”]
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
va voce account of all the particulars, or time, it is a subject of congratulation that, withdrawn it,” said the Chairman, with a la
Mr. Ingersoll. But a word !
¡Wd'" ""Purpose
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
[“ Down ! down !” “ No, no !” “ Yes, yes
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount dered the captain of the vessel, a rough, in great as the excitement was, it was mark conic bluntness that caused another explosion
of
mirth.
«harmed for its insertion.
—he has as good a right as any other man.”
dependent, John Bull sort of a man, into ed with none of that proneness to make a
The previous question was now called for “ Go on—go ahead—hear him .!”]
his presence. As an act ofcondescension, regular row, such as was feared and anticipa
on Mr. Rhett’s motion to lay on the table. It
Mr. Wise. I call gentlemen to order ; will
MISCELLANEOUS.
the royal hand was held out for the English ted before the meeting of Congress. It is,
nevertheless, disgraceful that such disorder was ordered, and the main question was ac not the Chair order gentlemen to take their
tar
to
kiss.
Unaccustomed
to
the
etiquette
of
Won
Agriculture.—‘ If we consider vegetation
should mark the proceedings of so elevated cordingly put, by tellers. They announced seats ? Do let us have order !
a court, and little dreaming that any one hu an assembly.
the vote as—ayes 115, noes 114. One con
Chairman. Gentlemen will take their seats.
as it regards ourselves, (says a distinguished
man being could be expected to kiss the
When the journal was read this morning, tested member, Mr. Naylor, had voted, they The members will observe order !
French naturalist,) we shall find that this
hand of another, the English captain took the Chair stated the question before the said. In this state of the vote the Chair has
[“ Don’t take your seats.” Go on—go agreat agent of nature, subjected in a certain
the action for one of simple kindness, indi House. It was, as you may remember, on the privilege of voting. The Chairman an head !”•]
degree to the control of man, constituted in
The Clerk now' proceeded to read the res
cative of his Majesty’s desire to welcome ithe decision made by the Chair, that only the nounced himself as voting in the negative.
a state of society, is the main source of his
certified members from New Jersey This made a tie, and of course the motion olution of Mr. Briggs agreed to by the House
him to Brazil, and make his better acquain- legally
'
prosperity or his misery. How many coun
was lost.
yesterday, which is as follows:
tance. In the fulness of his heart, the sailor were to vote on Mr. Rhett’s motion to lay
When k<;e result was announced, Mr. Smith
tries have the greedy ambition of princes and
Mr. Wise’s resolution on the table,
It will
Resolved. That, on the motion of Mr. Rhett
grasped the royal hand as he would a marl- >
the degradation and ignorance of the people
be as well to remind your readers that Mr. ofMaine, said he objected to that decision, as to lay Mr. Wise’s resolution on the table, or
ine spike ; and shaking it with seaman-like Wise’s resolution proposed that the Clerk a controverted member had voted. Mr. Wise
made barren ? Recollect what Asia Minor,
on Mr. Wise’s resolution itself, the tellers
JES’ REMEDY FOSia
India, Egypt, the Provinces at the foot of cordiality, be told King John not to be (<should proceed in the call of the uncontro said, to bring the matter to an issue, he count all the persons who may pass between
down-hearted, for that the English would 1verted members, passing over the names of would move that Mr. Naylor be allowed to them ;and, if any pass whose right to vote is
Mount Atlas have been, and behold what
certainly drive the French out of Portugal. the
I
contesting members, and that if a quorum vote. The latter gentleman rose, and, with disputed, the tellers shall report their names
they now are. — Recollect Greece, once the
Ntw CAS,;
then found present, the House should emphasis, protested against the power of the to the Chair, after the number of votes on
The king wiped his tears, forced from was
’
•country of sciences and of liberty, now that
Mr. both sides is reported, for the decision of the
.. n., /o,l>
proceed
to decide the question of the con House to question his right to vote.
him partly by the tale he heard, and partly I
of ignorance and of slavery ; she can be on
,e P'|p Ointment antfK
seats, before going into the election of Smith, in loud tones, challenged Mr. Naylor’s House.
by the squeeze he received, and gave the sai- tested
'
claims to a seat there !
“And 1 challenge
ly recognized in her ruins, and her monu
elj h»d ofynujmd^^:
Speaker.
Chairman. According to this resolution,
lor a hearty welcome.
ments of the dead. Manhas denied his la
The question being stated, Mr. Duncan the gentleman from Maine’s credentials !” re the names are first to be reported to the Chair
have been tr<dillf|,
torted
Mr.
Naylor.
Mr.
Smith
said
he
would
was
announced
as
having
the
floor.
That
bor to the earth, and the earth her treasures
,es> and have never U
Visiting in England.—None of the worthy was found not to be in the House. reply, by referring Mr. N. over to Mr. Inger of such members claiming disputed seals as
• to man ; all vanished with agriculture. The
Hl W0«H compare
soll for an answer “ Then I challenge your have passed between the tellers.
Mr. Wise. I renew my motion for the pre
traveller who passes that country of so great presentations of Americans to the royal fam Mr. Wise said he would move the previous right!” exclaimed Mr. Evans of Maine, to his
I’ick was a severe 1»
ily, this season, are quite equal to that of a question, but at the request of Mr. Dromvious question on the first name reported.
renown,
finds
in
the
place
of
the
fine
forests
colleague.
“
And
I,
too
!
”
repeated
every
hnost immediate. [|L
Connecticut sailor as related by himself to his gooie, consented to wait awhile for the Doc
The question being put, the call was se
, that crowned its mountains, of the rich har
Whig member from that State.
The scene
communicating il^ |0|,„J
old
acquaintances after his return from his tor. Ten minutes elapsed, and no Mr. Dun now became one of great excitement, all the conded, almost unanimously.
vests reaped by twenty busy nations, of numcan.
His
friends
grew
nervous.
“
What
de

<d any who may hfe'
Chairman. Shall the main question now
first voyage to the father-land.
' erous flocks that enriched its fields, only nak
tains the Doctor ?” said one.
“ He sat up members rising and crowding round Mr. Nay
dm a disease,
h
Striped Jacket had been absent from too late last night I” said another. “ Duncan lor and Mr. Smith. “I stand here by the be put ?
ed rocks & sterile sands, with here and there
Many voices—What is the main question?
der.
Woodstock and his friends, for four months, sleeps well /” said a third.—An irregular and voice of the people and the law !” exclaimed
a miserable village. He seeks in vain for
Chairman. It is whether the gentleman
and on his return old and young flocked a- impatient conversation arose. In the confu Mr. Naylor holding up his credentials. “And
several views recorded in history ; they are
here is my certificate,” said Mr. Smith, un whose name was first returned by the tellers
\(>om of the Pnprifyft
gone. Thus the rage of conquest and of round him to inquire who and what he had sion, a strange interlude occurred. Mr. Chinn rolling it, and tapping the broad seal. The to the Chair as claiming a contested seat, and
of Louisiana, walking up to the Clerk’s table,
Proprietor of this
seen.
rule not only overturns cities, depopulates
scene, excited as it was, was, however, more yet having voted, shall have his vote count
Stripe understood how to set off a thing informed the Chair, in a loud tone, that he
Wilb lire (idlest <((
ed ?
whole countries, and brings back barbarism,
like boys after school is dismissed, than a set
or two as well as a play actor and answered held in his hand his credentials as a member of legislators about to come to blows. It was
Many gentlemen inquired, Who is it? Let
oost valuable remefejnf
but it dries up the very springs from which
elect from Louisiana, and that he wished to
the Clerk read it out.
all inquiries of the gaping audience to their
' the coreofihepaWtl^
be enrolled as a member, and vote fora Speak at length arrested by a motion to adjourn,
the natural riches of the earth have flowed.’
The Clerk said the first name on the list
satisfaction.
'»•plaint of the Piles, |
er, the name of a candidate for which station which was carried in the affirmative.
Pjoston Weekly Mag.
In the Senate, nothing of importance was handed to his table was that of Mr. Naylor of
“Well did you see the King.?”
he had written on a piece of paper.—Here
'ry to publish any ofej
Pennsylvania.
“Oh, yes, 1 saw him often.”
Mr. Chinn handed the paper and bis creden done.
g lestimonialiniisUid
Mr. Crabb of Alabama. 1 call for the read
The Middle Stations.—Great wealth
tials
to
the
Clerk.
There
was
so
much
con

“ And where did you see him ?”
ing of his credentials.
s mnre perfectly aiwj;
tends to produce arrogance : great penury
W
ednesday
,
Dec.
11.
“Why, I met him in the road at first and fusion in the Honse as to drown the reply of
Tellers were demanded
which it is intended, h
is equally apt to produce envy. The very
In the House the Chairstated that the pen
the Chair. But no notice was taken of it by
Mr. Crabb. I ask that, as this seat is con
he ax’d me where I was from.”
1 common iise,andatt
rich man is apt to feed too luxuriously for
ding
question
was
on
an
appeal
taken
by
the
the members.
tested, the credentials on both sides be read.
“And did he speak to ye then ?”
>r manent reliefs |(B'
health—the very poor, too sparingly. Very
Mr. Wise now said he could wait no longer gentleman from Tennessee (Mr. Turney)
The Chairman put the question, and the
“ Law, yes, he invited me to his house— for Dr. Duncan, and accordingly moved the from the decision of the Chair, made yester
H, and its accompany¡r
exalted station is attended with care and ex
reading was ordered.
palace, they call it there.”
previous question, The call was seconded, day, that the motion of Mr. Rhett of S. Caro
1 in the loins, vefiijoM
posures to tremendous errors : very lowly
The Clerk thereupon proceeded to read
“ Well, and did ye go ?” said a number of and the main question was about to be put, lina, to lay on the table a resolution offered the Proclamation of Governor Rimer, dated
ile, indigestion, anddh®
station deprives of self respect, and makes
voices at once.
when in rushed Dr. Dunean, with a pile of by Mr. Wise of Virginia, had been decided in October 30, 1838, announcing the recent ea man regardless of the public or general
“ Yes; d’ye think I would’nt go, when books under his arm, and almost breathless the negative, the ayes 115 and the noes 115, lection of Members of Congress from Penn
good.
It is best to be in one of the middle
dy is quite injidtfli«
with haste. He attempted to arrest the ques the votes of Mr. Naylor of Pennsylvania, and sylvania, including in the list thereof the
ax’d ?”
stations, where one is neither rich enough
red to all ages and Hm
tion, but was checked by the loud cries of ofithe Chairman himself being included in name of Mr. Naylor.
Well, and what did he say to ye ?”
to be arrogant, nor poor enough to be en
•pie Dtrec/tm^wilhw
order; and great was the chagrin of the the negative votes given.
The Clerk then read the Proclamation of
O he ax’d me how I did, &c. &c.
Mr. Wise moved the previous question on Governor Porter, under which Mr. Ingersoll
vious ; neither too much tempted to luxury,
gentleman, when he found himself done a
■ complaint, accoifipin
a Now what did you say to him ?”
second time out of bis speech. The columns the appeal, which being seconded, put, and claimed his seat, which is dated the 25th Oc
nor stinted of needful aliment ; neither op
ich consists of tm m
tt Why, I said I come from the free States
of the “ Globe,” however, are open to him— carried, and the main question being on sus tober, 1839, and proclaims Mr. C. J. Ingersoll
pressed with the responsibilities of great
i O/M/wenf, and lit! A’
taining or not sustaining the decision of the
I hoped to see him and his folks all fortunate man !
and
to have been dulv elected a member of the
power, nor altogether without the dignify
Price $1 for both Mlidtiii
The main question, on the appeal from the Chair:—
well.”
present Congress’.
ing
sense
of
having
something
to
say
in
pub
The House then divided, and Mr. Johnson
?re but one only is traottd
decision of the Chair, was now put, and
“ Did he give ye any thing to drink ?”
Mr. Wise now called for the reading of the
lie. The people in these middle stations
reported that the ayes were 112, and, though
“ Yes; he told the lad to make him half a carried in the negative—ayes 108, noes 114. not personally acquainted with al) the mem law of Pennsylvania relating to the subject in
?.RTAlNCMAi
are said to be, in our country, liable to a
When the tellers announced the vote, Mr.
debate.
mug of flip, for a friend had come a great
Curtis of New York, called out to the Chair bers from New Jersey, he was informed by
too great straining after the style of their su
After some other proceedings^ part of
way to see him—so he and I sets down and that the five uncertified members from New gentlemen around him, and believed, that the
periors, from which many evil results arise.
I which were confused and disorderly, the laws
drinks it together.”
five gentlemen claiming seats oft commissions
Jersey
had
voted
on
the
question.
The
of Pennsylvania were produced, and a long
But here we have only a good tendency in
llhy, infectious diswto,h.
“ Now do tell us, did you see the Queen, Chairman then repeating the result of the from the Governor of New-Jersey, and also extract was read by the Clerk.
excess. It is decidedly usefid and proper
so inveterate,mayWi
Mr.
Naylor,
had
voted.
and how was she dressed ?”
vote, pronounced his decision tobe reversed.
Chairman. It is now for the meeting to
that individuals should wish to live as well
> plication by ihtmif
The noes were declared to be 118, four
“ No, I could’nt see her,—the King made The question now was, he said, who of the
determine whether the vote of Mr. Naylor
as
the
grade
immediately
above
them,
be

gentlemen
from
New-Jersey
claiming
seats
FRIES’. OlMilffl
her excuses, and said as it was Monday it New Jersey members were entitled to vote
shall be counted.
cause the wish is the surest means of crea
on the certificate of the Secretary of State of
ailed for the pta/affl,«
The House proceeded to divide, and the
was washing day with her, and she was not ¡ on Mr. Rhett’s motion. On this, Mr. Wise New Jersey having voted.
ting the power to do so, and thus the con
!instantly demanded the previous question.
tellers reported the ayes to be J19, the noes
safety and .«¡tiljy'i
fit to be seen in the forenoon. So I came
So the vote was—ayes 112, noes 118: de
Mr.
Dromgoole
denied
that
the
question
be

dition
of
individuals
is
constantly
improving.
112, and that the contested votes would not
luces a perfect eoreiiliw
fore the House was the proper one.
The ducting disputed votes, it would be—ayes change the question. So the House decided
All that the moralist will deplore is, that away then.”
Ointment is known
106, noes 114. So the House decided not to '
House,
he
said,
had
just
decided
by
its
vote
that Mr. Naylor’s vote should be counted.
this wish should ever be entertained with
xpeditions in its o|W
Graduated Justice.— In a certain vill that none of the New Jersey members were sustain the decision of the Chair.
The credentials of Mr. Aycrigg were now
too much solicitude, or indulged in without
Mr.
W.
demanded
of
the
Chair
what
was
re in one hour's
age, in Pennsylvania, where the footsteps entitled to vote on Mr. Rhett’s motion. Mr.
read at the Clerk’s table.
(he
fitting
means
having
previously
been
ob

the
question
before
the
House
?
it any hazard of It&pill
of Dame Justice were last seen on the earth, I Wise contended that the question stated by
The certificate of the Secretary of State of
tained. Presuming that this wish is entertain
The Chair said that his understanding was
New Jersey, in favor of the right of Messrs.
on a warm summer’s day, three men were the Chair was proper. It was the one per
ashion dues not
that
the
meeting
was
now
to
decide,
seriatim,
ed and acted on in moderation, it cannot
petually rising, “ who of the New Jersey
Dickerson, &c. to seats, was read by the
of mercury or any iM
be doubted that the middle stations are not brought before a fair, round Dutch Magis members shall vote ?” The Chairman here on the right of each of the members protluc-1 Clerk.
ient ; it may be appW
trate, accused of the crime of drunkenness. rose and said, wifh great emphasis, “ That is ing commissions from New Jersey, name by
only those most conducive to an agreeable
The Chairman stated the question to be on
His honor premised with a hearty swig of the question—there is no doubt of it. New name.
in the state of prega»^'
life, but those in which virtue is most apt to
Mr. Aycrigg’s right to vote, and the House
Mr. Wise. 1 move that the question be divided.
cool punch, began with the first—
en at the breast.
Jersey
shall
not
be
deprived
of
her
represen

flourish.
371-2 cents a HK
“ You rascal 1 pe you kilty, or pe you not tation, and will not be while I occupy this now put on the first name, and I demand the
Mr. Parmenter, of Massachusetts, and Mr.
previous question.
chair !”
kilty
?”
Cooper of Georgia acted as tellers, and re
?»s.
Those who cultivate the earth, and those
Mr.
Turney.
I
rise
to
order.
The confusion that prevailed before this
ported the ayes to be 117, 4 having voted
Prisoner.—il Guilty.”
who manufacture the materials which the
d fiom the Original
[Loud cries of “Order! order!”—“The
Justice.—“ Vat you get drunk upon r” speech, was quieted during its delivery. Great previous question has been moved !”—“ Or from New Jersey, and the noes to be 122, 3
earth produces, not only furnish the country
sensation followed it on the floor, and the gal
? Dr. W. T. CowO
I having voted from New Jersey. So the
Pris.—^ Blackstrap.”
leries broke forth into loud applause. This der J”—“ Take your seat!”—Others, as loud, House determined that Mr. Aycrigg’s vote
with what is absolutely necessary to its ex
s Immediate Sncctw,f
Just.—“ Vat 1 you get trunk on notting was very disorderly—-but it seemed as if the of“ No, no! Goon! Go ahead !”]
istence, but actually add to its wealth ; while
should not be counted.
orietor, which withiht fbut blackstrap, you willian, you ! — Den dis House had not the face to enforce order in
Mr. Turney. A report has been made by
Chairman. The Chair considers the de
importers of goodsnot necessary to the wel\dicines” is fo' sale !|!
pe mine everlasting sentence, dat you pe the spectators, while it presented such an up the tellers, and 1 have moved for the reading cision as unconstitutional. (Loud laughter.)
Tare of the nation, and speculators who en
m, No. 99, next dootj
of a resolution : and the Chair-----roarious state of things.
fined 40 shillings.”
Mr. Dromgoole. That is a reflection upon
rich themselves by draining the pockets of
ug Store, corner »1 ;
[Loud cries from all parts of the House, a decision of the House, and it is insufferable.
After some remarks from Mr. Thomas, Mr.
The second culprit being questioned in
others, not only injure and impoverish all
“
Order
!
order
!
Let
the
Chair
preserve
or

Streets, near ConcerlliChairman. The Chair considers the decis
like manner, as to his guilt or innocence, Wise hoped the Chair would decide w’ho der !’’ “ Take your seats !” “ Question !
with whom they have intercourse, but very
e also by his special <
were the members from New Jersey entitled,
ion to be unconstitutional ; but, it having
likewise answered guilty.
question
!
Order
!
order
!
”
]
materially diminish the wealth of the nation.
and leave it to the House to appeal from his
been so decided by a meeting in this infor
Just.—“ Now tell me, you wile, drunken
Mr. Turney continued to address the Chair, mal manner, the Chair feels itself compelled
IV. K. Allas.
decision.
JORDAN, Kennej®1'
rascal ! vat you get drunk on ?”
amidst
violent
uproar.
I
have
no
idea
(said
Mr. Smith of Maine, said the House had
to state that the vote of Mr. Aycrigg cannot
POPE,Kennebu»
Pris.—“ Sling.”
already decided that one set of members could he) that you shall sit there to decide just such be counted.
Taste.—A correct taste is ever the con
questions as suit the wishes of your party,
LITTLEFIELD
Just.—“ Vat 1 you get drunk on sling, not vote.
[“ Oh ! ah ! that indeed !” Great sensation
comitant of a chaste mind ; for, as a celebra
The greatest confusion now prevailed ; and refuse to put questions that are moved, in the House and galleries.]
ted author has justly observed, “ our taste you graceless wagabone ! you swillin’ sod,
discount made to those’1
and are in order. The House has adopted
when
it
subsided
a
little,
Mr.
McKay
of
North
The next question being on the name of
commonly declines with our merit.” A cor you ! Den I give my darnal sentence, dat
Carolina, offered a resolution proposing that rules of order, and no regard is paid to them. Mr. Maxwell, it was decided in like manner
rect taste is the offspring of all that is deli you pe fined 20 shillings.
[Shouts
of
“
Go
on
!
go
on
!
go
it
!
go
athe New Jersey members be allowed to vote
—ayes 116, and 3 from New Jersey ; noes
The third and last prisoner was now
cate in sentiment and just in conception ; it
until the question before the House should be head !” mingled with cries, clapping, hissing, 122, and 3 from New Jersey. So the House
brought
forward,
and
like
the
others,
plead
calls
for
order,
and
a
universal
din,
by
which
softens the inflexibility of truth and decks
decided.
determined that the vote of Mr. Maxwell
^ORIGIMlg’
Cost Johnson, protested against this propo the voice of Mr. Turney, who spoke with should not be counted.
reason in the most persuasive arguments. guilty.
great
rapidity,
and
al
the
top
of
his
voice,
was
may """¿|
Just.—il Vat you get trunk on ?”
sition, and energetically declared the House
Mr. Wise suggested that to save time, and
<E cents a bottle, w .
unable to stir one step in this matter, before so drowned as to be rendered unintelligible. as the opinion of the House had been taken,
Pris.—li Punch. ”
Young Womanhood 1 ‘the sweet moon on
, m«. worthy
He was heard to exclaim, “ If this is to be the question should be put upon counting the
Just.—“ Ah 1 you dipplin’ rogue, you ! its members had taken the oath. He offered
the horizon’s verge’—a thought matured, but
the course of things, the sooner we can
ich »rein «*•
not uttered—a conception warm and glowing, 1 fines you siiust notting at all, vor I gets a resolution to this effect, as an amendment change it into a row the better!” There was votes of all the three remaining affirmatives.
certificate of tWi¡|
to Mr. McKay’s.
Agreed to.
not yet embodied—the rich halo which pre trunk on punch mineself sometime.”
m, rhe let"“"1«,,#
The Chair here decided that he was incom much movement in the House—most of the
Tellers were appointed.
cedes the rising sun—the rosy down that bemembers
were
on
their
feet
—
many
left
their
petent to put the question on Mr. McKay’s ,
speaks the ripening peach—a flower—
And there appeared—ayes 110, noes 117.
When we hear a man boasting of his love resolution, as it went to deprive New Jersey seats. Violent epithets and exclamations
The Chair announced the decision of the
1 A flower which is not quite, a flower,
for the dear people,’ we are strongly incli of her representation.
mingled in the din, and things appeared for
en
‘ Yet is no more a bud.’
ned to suspect him of a love for the ‘ dear peo
The confusion now became greater. Points a few minutes seriously to threaten the break meeting to be, that the votes of Messrs. Halimps,
sted, Stratton and Yorke should not be count
ple’s offices.’ It reminds us of the Irish of order, and calls to order, were the order of ing up of the House in confusion. Soon,
?, Ring-worius, h
The truly wise who have acquired much
ed.
however,
the
noise
in
some
degree
subsided,
this
disorderly
moment.
man who was about to marry a southern
Jd for le®1*!',*
Mr. Wise. I now move that the question
knowledge doubt often, and are modest in fl
On a loud demand for the question on Mr. and]
girl for her property.
Mr. Turney was heard to say, I appeal be taken on the counting of the votes of the
pinion—whilst the very ignorant, who have
nly, and not for
“Will you take this woman to be your McKay’s resolution, the Chair reiterated his from the decision of the Chair. I stand here gentlemen who voted in the negative.
opinion that it deprived New Jersey of her
not obtained knowledge enough to form a wedded wile ?” said the minister.
The Chair said : The first case on which
representation, with a doggedness that made and appeal ; and I shall continue to appeal as
hook to hang a doubt upon, are hasty and
“ Yes your reverence, and the nagers all laugh aloud. He, however, suggested, as long as you so decide.—You have paid no re the question was to be taken was that of Mr.
jest article olio
presumptuous.
too,” said Pat.— Vicksburg Whig.
a cure for the difficulties they were in. that gard to order ; and it is impossible we ever Ingersoll.
the tellers counting the votes on Mr. Rhett’s can have any .order so long as you sit there.
only be bad Jfjj
Mr. Ingersoll was understood to express
Obstinacy is an advantage to our enemies, a
motion, should report the names of those ob You seem determined to carry your point, his willingness to withdraw his vote, and pro
He
who
has
good
health
is
young
;
trouble to our friends, and the assured overthrow
right
or
wrong.
There
is
a
majority
of
votes
jected voters that passed through, and the
ceeded to address the chair.
he who owes nothing is rich.
of ourselves.
uncontested which have decided to reverse
839.
House decide upon them.
When he was called to order, and his voice
Dust.—No dust affects the eye so much
The hubbub now raged again—at least fif your decision, and yet you suffer new ques was lost in cries of“ No, no. Sit down, ifhe
Earn all you ean, save all you can, give all you
tions to be moved. 1 appeal—gentlemen may I
ty
members
all
roaring
out
at
the
same
time.
as gold dust.
can.

^piles’’

rar of

AND MAINE PALLADIUM,

wants to make a speech, let him go into the • Resolved, That the House will proceed to
Rotundo.”
1 call the'names of gentlemen whose rights to
And the question having been taken, there I seats are not disputed or contested ; and after
appeared in the affirmative 0, in the negative the names of such members are called, and
158.
.
I I before a Speaker is elected ; they shall, provi
So the House decided that the vote of ded there be a quorum ol
of such present, then
Mr. Ingersoll should not be counted.
Ii hear and adjudge upon the elections, returns,
The question then recurring on counting ‘ or qualifications of all claimants, (Mr. Naylor
the votes of the members from New Jersey and Mr. Ingersoll excepted) to the seats conwho bad voted in the negative, (Messrs, Kills, Itested on this floor.
Cooper, and Ryall,
as given out by the ■We omit the proceedings in detail on this
Chair)—
1resolution. A (¡¡vision was called for. The
Mr. Wise again moved that the question be i first part, ending with the word contested,
taken on all at once,‘and moved the previous! was adopted without a division. The other
question.
i branch was adopted by yeas and nays—yeas
And the call for the previous question hav-I 138, nays 92.
ing been seconded, the main question was or- I
—
dered to he taken.
jn t|ie Senate, on Thursday, a message was
And the main question (being on counting ¡received from the President, and a short exethe votes of the contesting members fi’om ! cmive session was held.
New Jersey) was then taken (by tellers as be- !
|n f|ie House. When the roll was finished,
fore,) and there appeared in the affirmative 0, i 907 members having answered to their names,
in the negative 133.
; Nir. Randolph presented a protest, from his
So the House determined that their votes ! five colleagues, against their exclusion from
should not be counted.
I their seats, which he read and moved that it
The Chair then said that an appeal had ( miyin
entered on the journal of the House,
been taken yesterday by the gentleman from >pfie rno.tjow was offered and was negatived.
Tennessee (Mr. Turney) from the decision of I yeas j ¡4 navs j ¡7
the Chair, that the vote of Mr. Naylor should ;
'*
Mr. Drorngoole moved the appointment, bv
be counted oh the question of the gentleman '; a viva voce vote, of a committee of nine memfrom S. C. (Mr. Rhett) to lay on the table the (i jbers, to whom slioidd be referred the papers
resolution of the gentleman from Virginia,j i -respecting the contested seats, and who
(Mr. Wise.) Upon that appeal the meeting i siiould report thereon. After somendiscussien,
had decided, by a vote of 162 in the affirma- i the question was taken by yeas and nays and
tive against 118 in the negative, that the de- I decided
(
...........
......... , yeas 122, nays 84.
in the affirmative,
cision should be reversed, and, in the process j —Several
¿fused
.. . ........... members
.... -............. vote
on tothe
of that decision, had admitted the vote of Mr. question when their names were called.
Naylor, upon which the decision was given.
Mr. Wise gave notice that he would not
(Roars of lapghter.] So, (said the Chair,) the go into the choice of the committee, and
decision
of
the
House
yesterday
has
this
day
hoped
his friends would not, hut would’leave
<
been reversed, and the vote of Mr. Naylor is I it to the other side to manage it in their own
admitted.
. .
.
way. Mr. Thompson represented the absurMr. Wise. Our
<
position is this.^ind I ^ask I (]jfy of tbe proceeding of the House and of
the attention of gentlemen....to
.... ,
iinpo^jhjiity, jn its present state, of going
......it. Yesterday,
a vote was taken upon the motion of the gen- 11 into the examination of testimony. Mr. Pick
tieman from South Carolina, (Mr. Rhett,) to I ens moved to limit the authority of the comlay on the table my resolution. With the vote Ij mittee
* to an investigation of the returns of
of Mr. Naylor, there was a tie. The Chair ’¿eTniiers.“ Mr.’ HMm^^supp^>md th7motion’,
decided that the vote should be counted, and ,
Rhetl mailltained tbe propriety of reproebmned that the motion of the gentleman living the governor’s certificate as pnma fafrom South Carolina was lost. I he gentle- | Cie evi(|ence of a (ille retum. Mr. Crabb movman from Tennessee, (Mr, Turney,) dispu- ed a re-consideration of the vote to appoint a
ting the right of the.Chair to take that decis-, eomtniuee, and the House then adjourned,
ion into its own uands, appealed to the House,
under the resolution of the gentleman from
In the House on Friday, a long course of
Massachusetts, (Mr.Briggs.) Many of our
proceedings was had on an attempt to proci.re
own friends agreed will) the gentleman from
an amendment of the journal of the preceding
Tennessee, and some pf them probably voted
(day. The proceedings ended in laying the
with him, that the Chair had not the right to
whole subject on the table.
make the decision ; that the decision, under
Mr. Crabb’s resolution for reconsidering the
the resolution of the gentleman from Massa
vote for lhe appointment of a committee on
chusetts belonged to this body. Upon a pur
the New Jersey election, then came up.
gation of the polls this morning the body, as
Mr. Wise expressed a wish that the vote
well as the Chair, had. in accordance with
might be reconsidered, and that the House
the view of the gentleman fretri Tennessee,
( might come to a direct question upon the
that the body should determine the point, de- J
i Governor’s returns in favor ot the New Jersey
cided that Mr. Naylor’s vote should be conn-ji members, saying that if the House could come
led. Then the vote upon the motion of the (I to a direct vote on ihe question who had tbe
gentleman from South Carolina (Mr. Rhett,);
! prima facie evidence of seats from New Jerdecided that his motion put'yeslerday failed, j
I sey, he would be silent. There was a geneThis being the state of things, my resolution ;
I ral cry of“ agreed.” Mr. Wise repeated the
is not laid on the table ; and now the main j
that be so I proposition, and there appearing to be a genquestion is on its adoption. If
1,.......
1 eral assent to it, the Chair put the question —
move the previous question upon il.
“Is it the pleasure of this meeting that the
[Cries of “ Agreed, agreed.”]
The resolution was then read as follows : vote on the resolution for the appointment of
a committee be reconsidered ?” There was a
Resolved, That the Acting Clerk of this I
House shall proceed with the call of the mem- j■ general response of “ Ay, ay.” No voice obbers from the different Stales of the Union in !j jecting, the Chair pronounced it an unanithe usual way, calling the names of such mous vote.
Ia(. | After much discussion as to matter of forms,
members from New Jersey as hold the reguL. ,
and legal commissions from the Executive of ' and soine confusion, Mr. Wise’s proposition
was finally submitted as follows :
that State.
Resolved, That the credentials of the fol
The call for the previous question was se
lowing members, John B. Aycrigg, John P.
conded.
The main question was ordered to be now B. Maxwell, Wm. Halsted, Charles L. Strat
ton and Thomas Jones Yorke, are sufficient
taken.
The Chair said that, as the obstructions to entitle them to take their seats in the House,
which hitherto stood in the way of the House leaving the question of contested election to
as to who shall vote had been removed he was be afterward decided by the House. ,
The vote was taken thereon, and proved to
of opinion, that, by universal consent, the yeas
he ayes 117, nays 117—a tie. So the resolu
and nays might be taken.
tion was lost.
On the name of Mr. Alford of Georgia, be
Mr. Smith, of Maine, then offered a resolu
ing called, that gentlemen rose and asked the
Clerk to read the resolution.
The Clerk tion that the House proceed at once to the
having read to the words “ calling the names election of a Speaker, which was discussed
until
near
midnight, when the House adjournI 11 » »13 I 5’ from
1 I < J I 11 1New
1 e W ilClovy
VJI t.l a ” i
t
i
of suchl| 11J
members
Jersey CIO
as IJhold,
Mr.
A. said,. “ That will do,” and voted ed wllllout
lo a vote ul)ul' "•
<&c.
”
....................

affirmatively..
And the question being taken, there appear
ed—yeas 115, nays 118, as follows :
Yeas —Messrs.i. Adams,_ Alford,
f , John W.
Allen, Sim. H. Anderson, Andrews, Barnard,
Bell, Biddle, Black, Bond, Botts, Briggs,
Brockway, A. Brown, Calhoun, J. Campbell,
W. B. Campbell, Carter, Chinn, Chittenden,
Clark, Colquitt, James Cooper, Mark A.
Cooper, Corwin, Crabb, Cranston, Crockett,
Curtis, Cushing, Davies, Garret Davis, Daw
son, Deberry, Dennis, Dillett, Edwards, Ev
ans, Everett, Fillmore, James Garland, Rice
Garland, Gates, Gentry, Giddipgs, Goggin,
Goode, Graham, Granger, Graves, Green,
Grennell, Habersham, Hall, Wm. S. Hast
ings, Henry, John Hill of Virginia. Hoffman,
Hunt, Hunter, James, Jenifer, C. Johnston,
Win. C. Johnson. King, Lawrence, Lincoln,
Marvin, Mason, Mercer, Mitchell, Monroe,
Morgan, Cavalry Morris, Naylor, Nisbet, Ogle,
Osborne, I’alen, Peck, Pope, Proffit, Randall,
Randolph, Rariden, Rayner, Reed, Ridge
way, Russell, Salstonstall, Sergeant, Shep
hard, Simonton, Slade, Truman Smith, Stan
ly, Storrs, Stuart. Taliaferro, Waddy Thomp
son, Tillinghast, Toland, Triplett, Trumball,
Underwood, P. J. Wagner, Warren, E. D.!
White, John White, T. W. Williams, Lewis
Williams, Joseph L. Williams, C. H. Wil
liams, S. Williams, Wise—115.
Nays—Messrs. Judson Allen, Hugh J. An
derson, Atherton, Banks, Beatty, Beirne,
Blackwell, Boyd, Brewster, Aaron V. Brown,
A. G. Brown, Burke, S. H. Butler, W. O.
Butler, Bynum, Carr, Carroll, Casey, Chap
man, Clifford, Coles, Conner, Craigg, Crary,
Cross, Dana, Davee, John Davis, J. W. Davis,
De la Montayne, Doan, Doig, Dromgoole,
Duncan, Earle, Eastman, Ely, Fine, Fisher
Fletcher, Floyd, Fornance, Galbraith, Gerry,
Griffin, Hammond, Hand, John Hastings,
Hawkins, J. Hill of N. C., Hillen, Holleman,
Holmes, Hook, Howard, Hubbard, Jackson,
Jameson, Joseph Johnson, Cave Johnson, N.
Jones, John W. Jones Keim, Kemble, Leadbelter, Leet, Leonard, Lewis, Lowell, Lucas.
McClennan, McCulloch, McKay, Mallory,
Marchand, Medill, Miller. Montgomery, S.
W. Morris, Newhard, Parish, Parmenter, Par
ris, Paynter, Petrikin, Pickens, Prentiss, Ram
say, Reynolds, Rhett, Rives, Robinson, Ed
ward Rogers, James Rogers, Samuels, Shaw,
A. Smith, John Smith T. Smith,Stark weather,
Stemrod, Strong, Sumpter, Swearingen,
Sweeney, Taylor, Francis Thomas, P. F.
Thomas, Jacol) Thompson, Turney, Vanderpoel, D. D. Wagener, Watterson, Weller,
Wick, I W. Williams, H. Williams, Worth
ington—118.
So the resolution was not adopted. Mr.
Rhett then moved the following resolution,
and demanded tbe previous question.

HARRISBURG CONVENTION.

ed for him once by a large majority, and j “■
would do it again.
( R
Mr. Barns, of North Carolina, announced ! ™
Saturday, Dec. 7.
Closing Proceedings.
the hearty concurrence of the delegation from SATURDAY, DECEMBERäTT^
On motion of Gov. Owen, of North Caroli that state in the support of Gen. Harrison.— ;
na, a committee of one from each Slate was That state had not known him well, but she j
w
g
m na on
appointed to inform the candidates of their would now know him, and a strong effort ■
nomination.
would be made to give him her vote in the
FOR PRESIDENT,
Mr. Preston, of Kentucky, offered a resolu approaching contest.
|
Mr. Preston, of Kentucky, rose to pledge ! WILLIO H. fIARRis0]V
tion relative to the adoption of an address to
the people of the United States.
the hearty support of his district (the Louis
OF OHIO.
’
Mr. B. W. Leigh opposed the motion, be ville,) to the nomination reported. The dis
lieving no address necessary.
He said he trict he represented, notwithstanding her first
FOR VICE PRESIDENT
should be in favor of leaving the nomination choice had been the grëat statesman of Ken
to its own weight. He was not for acting on tucky, would give Gen. Harrison as large a
JOHN TYLER,
the defensive but on the offensive. He was majority as she had ever given Mr. Clay. He
OF VIRGINIA.
for carrying the war into Africa—for arraign moved the reading ofa letter from Mr. Clay,
ing the spoilers before the bar of the Ameri expressing his earnest desire that the conven
A WHIG SPEAKER!
can people for high crimes and misdemean tion should select the strongest candidate,
(C/^We learn -by passengers in the West I
ors— when they will receive the punishment without regard to personal considerations.—
due them, and the only punishment they can That letter, it had been judged proper to with- ern Stage,
. . last evening,
c,, that W]LI I AM t
Virginia,—„a staunrh
receive under our institutions—dismissal from hold until this moment-, lest it might be sup- ! HUNTER,
I’l’VTl.’P of Vt....:..:,.
.
, J wl1- *•
, -a staunch Whi<^
office now and forever.
posed that the representatives of Kentucky (
ivi..... -i-.. ■
1
was
elected,
on
Monday
last,
Speaker
of i|le I
Mr. Burnell, of Massachusetts, said there wished to move the feelings of the delegates
was no need of an address. If the voice of the from Kentucky, regardless of their judgment. United Slates’ House of Representatives, ha^ |
West rolling down from the mountains and
Permission being nnanihjous.l v granted, Col. ing 119 votes—his opponent received 117_ (
along the Vallies of the Atlantic be not better Coombs, of Kentucky rase to read to the con- ‘ This is unexpected and glorious news.
than all the addresses that ever were issued, vention the letter of Mr. Clay. In a voice, fal
then indeed a miracle has been wrought.
tering with emotion, he remarked that if the
Is the nomination of General Harri >
Mr. Preston’s resolution was withdrawn.
heart of Kentucky had been bruised in tbe ;
son popular ?-lt is. Its annunciation has
Mr. Pendleton, of Ohio, stated that it was result of this contest—if her ardent hopes had (
the determination of General Harrison, only been disappointed—it could not change her been everywhere greeted with the utmost
to serve but ONE TERM, if elected to the principles, or shake her attach»nent to the enthusiasm. There seems to be no dissenting i
Presidency.
great cause. She was born a Whig State— voice among the opponents of the pres^
A resolution was then announced by R. had lived a Whig State—and, by the blessing
Johnson, of Maryland, and agreed to, recom of God, she would die a Whig State. Mr. administration, but from every quarter exmending the friends of correct principles in Coombs then read to the convention the let pressions of hearty approval and pledges of
the different States, to hold conventions on ter of Mr. Clay.
cordial co-operation are pouring in upon us.
the 22d of February next, or such day as may
By the unanimous request of the con ven- Personal preferences are cheerfully yielded
be agreed upon, for the purpose of nominat tion, the letter of Mr. Clay was entered upon
ing Electoral Tickets, and general organiza its journal, to be published with its proceed and party differences as cheerfully hushed.
A man has been nominated for the Chief
tion.
ings.
Mr. Hornor, of New Jersey, said that in
Gov. Barbour, of Virginia, President of the Magistracy who is worthypf the trust-worconformity with the recommendation of the convention, then rose to express his own thy of the highest honors that can be bestow,
State Convention of that Stale, he offered the views and feelings. He had, tip to the mo
ed upon him. He needs no bombastic eulofollowing:
ment of entering the convention that, morn
“ Resolved, That this Convention recom ing, insisted on the nomination of Mr. Clay. giums or formal appeals in his behalf. It ¡8
mend to the Whig Young Men of the seve His preference of that gentleman was [ar enough to point to the narrative of his public
ral States to assemble in Washington city on dent and decided. It was ffitiuded on a long services,-the pages of our country’s history
the first Monday of May next, for the pur and intimate knowledge of the man, through furnish the strongest evidence of his talents
pose of advancing the cause of sound princi an acquaintance of thirty years. He knew him
integrity and well grounded claims to the
ples.
as one of the noblest, the truest, and the most
The resolution was agreed to after the sub magnanimous of men. In his mighty heart respect and confidence of his countrymen.
stitution of Baltimore for Washington.
there was no place for one petty or sordid e- The candid will read and be convinced-ihe
A resolution was passed tendering the motion. He had found him preeminent in the friends of good order and good government
thanks of the convention to the trustees of councils of the nation, as in every thing. Thus
the Lutheran Church, ynd io the Rev. Cler knowing and loving him, he would not con will give him a hearty support.
gymen who attended the sessions.
Several public meetings have already been
sent to give him up without some emotion.—
Also a resolution tendering the thanks of But he had now made that sacrifice on the held, since the nomination, to hear the reports
the convention to the officers.
altar of his country, and he exhorted all to
of Delegates to the Convention. The pro.
The President responded to the resolution concur heartily in the nomination reported.
in some very appropriate remarks, when the
Mr. Leigh, of Virginia, gave notice that the ceedings in all ci^es have been marked
convention adjourned sine die.
Delegation ot that State would unanimously by the utmost unanimity and enthusiasm.
concur in the nomination of WILLIAM We have room only for a brief notice of that
The following extract from the correspon HENRY HARRISON. They had ardently held in Boston.
dence of the New York Express, shows that hoped a different result—not for the sake o'f
Great Meeting at Faneuil Hall-Bosthe nominations were in the end cordially Mr. Clay ; for they believed the measure of
and enthusiastically sanctioned by the unan his fame to he full, and the Presidency un- ton.—One of the largest and most enihusias___ of the
__ Convention
______
worthy of his ambition—hut because they
imous voice
:—
tic meetings ever held at the “ old Cradle of
Alter The adjournment on Friday night, b.el*eved him eminently qualified for the sta
,n sa
Say,n
ing
,neam to detract Liberty” was held on the evening of the 13th
andd the informal vote on that night, we met tlOfh
, .
» this’ l,e ,neant
inst. to hear the Report of the Delegate to
the next
morning—and
for four hours, there ? ,
we^ earned fame
of W1L...... .........
- .v...
,,f .WiL
was a display of uninterrupted eloquence, and : *AAL rlEiNKY HARRISON,, whom he also the Harrisburg Convention,—(Hon. Peleg I
pat Sprague.) The Allas furnishes the following
patriotic enthusiasm, the like of which
ove<^’. , He knew him as a patthough I have often witnessed thrilling scenes riot, a statesman, and an honest man. Nei sketch of the remarks of Mr Sprague.
I never saw before. Strange as it may seem ther did he mean any disparagement to his
Mr. Sprague stated that the Harrisburg Conto you, such was the enthusiasm of feeling, !, other dear friend, Winfield Scott, whose
and so highly excited were all by the willing name had been brought before this conven- vention bad unanimously nominaied William
sacrifice of all selfish feeling to what had been . tion.
llOn‘ He
Me rejoiced
reJ®lce(l to
to say
say that
that he
he knew
knew him,
him, Henry Harrison, of Ohio. He had gone to
deemed ihe best good of the country, that! t0°’as an
Patr,ol’i’» and worthy citi- the Convention the political and perswnil
tears were profusely shed and there was zen
z?.n.as ever
eVL* lived.
llve^‘ He was
.... .. not* against either friend of Henry Clay, but he was now con
| of lthose,
but ardently in favor of another. The vinced that the body bad taken the wisest
hardly a dry eye.
1°
"osej hut
The venerable character of many of the ) con,v.enfion
<airl.V decided against ffim, course. He proceeded, in a calm and dispas,
speakers, the eminent positions they had held
, ,e wo'’'d now pledge, on the part of the sionate, but eloipient and convincing maimer, 1
in the country, and their earnest eloquence, ■ e e^a{e®‘*Oin Virginia, an ardent, unani- to explain why it had be^tn deemed advisable I
contributed to the creation of what can hard -1 rno";s a,,f* be hoped successful support to the to nominate Gen. H. to which, as his iwiU
will be given at length hereafter, we can only
ly he called an excitement, —for there was a I! nominee
nnrn’nf,i> of
“ this convention
fervor abroad,—a sympathy as ol electricity I! Mr. King bfNew York expressed the hear allude. They were that it was clearly shown
that harmonized every hitherto jarring feel- . ty concurrence of ihe New York delegation that he could obtain at least 102 electoral
ing, and consecrated what was to be lhe end. in the nomination reported. It had not been votes which Mr. Clay could not. Mr.Sprague >
Indeed such a body of men has never assem the first choice of New York, but she had ac then proceeded to speak at length of Gen.
bled in this country since the days of Wash quiesced cordially in the selection, when it Harrison’s great civil services, his military ex
ington, Madison, Jefferson, Franklin, and the became evident to her that it was the strong- ploits, his conduct as minister to Colombia,
of the ‘___
best talent
of the est. wh’ch could be presented.
Atiamses. Much
TZ .
__ _____
.
. She would and deduced therefrom convincing evidence
country wasgthere. Many of lhe most emin- ,! evince her acquiescence in a more signal of his fitness for the station to which he was
now about to he, called.
The
se- j manrier
glvi[1f? U a triumphant majority.
ent men in the country were there. r
"
He next showed by figures,“ not of rhetoric,
lections of delegates, everywhere, had been '
made with a high sense of duty, and with ai
‘
THE NOMINATIONS but of arithmetic,” that Gen. Harrison could
On Saturday, the resolution was agreed to, view to appoint men of the best judgment, i
be elected, and receive more than a majority
by the whig press.
the Whig members withdrawing their oppo- who after a full survey of the whole ground
of the electoral votes, without counting a
, ,,
.
,
.
.
e c?eet bJ ty place the nominations of the large number where the chances were alto
s,tlol1< and the House proceeded to ballot.— could do what was deemed best for the whole : n
Six ballots took place, without a choice, as country, which being done they could best 1 , nvent,on at the head of our columns-and, gether in our favor. He would state, in con-1
come before the country in defending.
I Y ialev®r may have been our preferences, or elusion, that we were now about to raise him
follows : 234 members being present.
Their nominations have been the Result of j Lh°se of tour ’,0,,tlcal
“1this Stat^ we to the presidential chair, not for his sake, hut
1st. 2d.
3d. 4th. 5th 6th.
John W. Jones,
113 113 110 101 71 39 their best judgment, and they wdl submit I ^’¿eVe tlJaa\We eXPreSS tI,e iee11"^ of the for the benefit of the people ; for lhe sake of
John Bell,
99
102
1
2 22 21 them to the country with the conviction that ■ Wh,gS oi ^alne, when wa sa* we heartily arresting in its course the present administra
Wm C Dawson,
11
11 103
77 4
1
concur in the selection.—Port. Adv.
tion. Fellow citizens, we present himloyoti
F W Pickens,
5
7
5
8
6
4 success is certain with them. Indeed, I have
“ Few men have deserved more, or receiv for this object; will you accept of him ? (yes ’. I
Dixon H. Lewis,
3
5
6
14 49 79, hardly a doubt of their success, and that Gen
R. M. T Hunter,
5
29 68 63 i eral-William Henry Harrison will be the next ed less at the hands of his country than Gen. was responded on all sides.) Then, fellow
Levi Lincoln,
4 11 President of the United States, I am ascer Harrison, nor is there any who is more cer citizens, if you say yes, yon will now give
Scattering,
1
1
2
3 10 10 tain as I can be of any future event.—There tain to rally in his support the honest, right three cheers ; not for the man—not for tbe
The House then adjourned to Monday, It is nothing to prevent it, unless we are our thinking, warm-hearted yeomanry of the individual, but for union and your country.
Mr. Sprague’s address was throughout list
is apparent from this result, that no choice selves mad. It is indeed much easier to elect country.—New-York, Cour.
ened to with a most complete and respectful'
would have been effected, if the five New him than it was to elect Gen. Jackson, for
These nominationshave been made by one attention ; and an irrepressible enthusiasm
Jersey members had voted.
he has more States to begin with, and his
services as a civilian and soldier have been of the most numerous, distinguished and pat which made Old Faneuil Hall re-echo with
riotic Conventions that has ever assembled their shouts of approbation.
Earthquake at San Salvador.—A let greater.
ter from San Salvador, dated 5th October,
When the nomination of President was fi on any occasion in this country ; and we
A series of resolutions was then offered by
1839, says :
nally acted upon, there was a spontaneous doubt not they will be received with a burst
“ On the 1st inst. at 2, a. m., we experienc rising of the whole Convention, and nine of applause from one extremity of the Union Mr. Elbridge G. Austin, which were sup
ed a strong shock of an earthquake, and at cheers burst forth without even the effort of a to the other. The feeling produced in this ported by Gen. Wilson of N. H.; Hon Sam
3, a. M., an hour after, a concussion which has call. Never was there a better feeling. Nev city, as far as we have been able lo ascertain, uel Hoar, Mr. Burnell, Mr. Hough, Mr. Lee
nearly destroyed the town. The shocks con er did trying and doubtful scenes end so well. is of the most satisfactory kind. The friends
tinue, and yesterday we had fifteen tolerably Never was there among such a body of men of the other distinguished gentlemen before and Mr. Hudson, of Mass. ; and Mr. Vose of
smart shocks.
Many people have left the such a conviction of coming success—such a the Convention have received the nomina Me., and adopted by acclamation. The
place, and I fancy ihe Government will re universality of belief, that lhe country by a tion in the noblest spirit, and we hear from meeting then broke up, “ after making old
move to Cojutepeque, as this town is not sale. victory would ratify what was done.—Harris all quarters a determination to rally with en Faneuil Hall ring with nine cheers for lhe
The evil is under our feet, for at places five burg had been illuminated the night before. thusiasm for the tried and patriotic hero of
Citizen Soldier.”
or six miles off, nothing has occurred. The We parted, and were parting, all friends and the Thames.—Phila. Inq.
The resolutions adopted were excellent.—
houses are nearly unroofed, and the walls are all brothers. There was not a word of re
The N. Y. Gazette, after expressing its dis We have not room for them to day, nor for
so tottering that we all sleep in the Court yard proach. No unkind feeling was indulged in.
appointment in not getting its favorite candi
or ihe great square, under hide coverings.
Thus have we escaped the terrible Scylla
even brief notices of similar meetings in Sa
date, &c. says : “ but believing, as we really
and Charybdis 1 have trembled to sail by—
lem, Hartford, New York, Philadelphia,
Caution.— Miss Eliza D. Magoon, aged a- and now we are upon the clear sea, hoist up do, that William Henry Harrison is an
bout 17 years, daughter of Mr. N. S. Magoon, on the topmast of your Express the star span honest and competent man for the station, Poughkeepsie, &c. &c.
of this city, called upon a dentist about a fort gled banner that Harrison has always led to and above all, mindful, as men of honor must
A “ bad fix.”—The Globe, anticipating
night since, for the purpose of having a tooth victory wherever he has borne it against the be, of the obligations imposed upon us by
good faith, we say again, Huzza for Harrison ! that Gen. Scott or Mr Clay would be nomifilled. 'The dentist wished to destroy the adversaries of his country.
He is an honest man—a man of education and j nated for lhe Presidency by tbe Harrisburg
nerve of the tooth, and for that purpose em
political experience, and a gallant soldier.
ployed Kreosote, some of which ran down
After the journal had been read, on Satur Above all, he holds to political principles the
l„„ Convention, while that body was in session
her throat. The lady returned home in great
day morning, and other preliminaries attended very reverse of those acted upon by the men ' and lhe result of its deliberations was yet
pain and distress, in which situation she lin
to—
now in power—men who have led this re___
gered until Wednesday last, when she died.
1 doubtful,
delivered itself of a lacryniose ar«¿Zbtatd wwl 0«. B»Mr. Banks of Kentucky rose to move the pijbiic <0 the brink of min, and to displace ‘
Every exertion was made by her friends to
unanimous
concurrence
of
the
convention
in
whom
is
our
dutv.
Nothing
is
left
us,
then,
.
,
1
« • \
give her relief, but all medicine proved inef
"
••
“ ■but to unite as one man rtson, the “revered chieftain, m conse-1
the nomination indicated last evening. He fellow
citizens,
fectual.— Boston Post.
briefly addressed the body in strains of burn upon the only man which circumstances per quence of ihe ingratitude and double-dealing i
Preserving Eggs.—Now is the time to lay ing eloquence and patriotism, exhorting to u- mit us to avail ourselves ofin the struggle be , of his political friends. A few hours subse-,
i quently to the promulgation of this article,
by your winter’s stock of eggs—before you nanimity and zeal in the great cause, and tween good government and bad.
JV*. Y. Gazette. | the news of Gen. Harrison’s nomination was
have to pay twenty cents per dozen for them. pledging the convention, that, notwithstand
The secret of preserving them is simply to ing the honored and beloved statesman, who
received ! The Whigs had performed their
We unfurl to-day the broad banner of the
exclude the air, and placelhem in a situation was the pride of Kentucky had been passed
over,
she
would
never
be
found
backward
in
National
Convention
the
flag
of
GENERduty
faithfully and presented,in the languag®
where they will keep cool in summer and
chieftain” as 8a
not freeze in winter.—The packing them the fight, but would cast her vote for her oth AL WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON, of of the Globe, the “ revered chieltaiii
ofa grateful pe»down in bran, oats, &c. will hardly accom er favorite and second choice---- William Onto ; a flag which was never lowered in candidale for lhe suffr.
defeat, never sullied by disgrace.
1
?
. ,lpnn.
plish the purpose, as the air will circulate Henry Harrison.
We know that the Whigs of Rhode Island Ple ! The Government organ during meat
Mr. Reverdy Johnson, in like manner an
through such a preparation.
Some recom
mend dipping the eggs in a mixture of tallow nounced the hearty concurrence of Maryland will do their part towards electing the tried proaching canvass must either forbear to asand beeswax. This is a good plan. Others in the nomination reported. It had not be$n patriot, the faithful legislator, and the gallant sail the whig nominee with its accustorne
the first choice of his state, but she knew and soldier, to the high station for which he has venom, or disgust even its warmest frieD“8
prepare a solution of lime water and salt.
loved the veteran of Ohio well; she had vot- been nominated.—Providence Gaz.
[ with its heartlessness and deception.
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Whig Entertainment at Washington. Government, to acquiesce in the nomination i
.
• ----- 7
juviiaai vvilU
—A large number of the delegates to the which has been made.
Jli a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick,
lumber, reported for West Indies, went ashore
“ If,”—continued Mr. Clay, with great on Lakeman’s Beach, Ipswich, on Sunday
HYMENEAL
Whig National Convention visited Washing
within andfor the County of York, on the first
ton, after their labors at Harrisburgh had clo earnestness of manner,—“ if I have friends,— forenoon, and three persons were drowned.
Monday of December, in the year of our
MARRIED—In Saco, 12th instant, Captain
friends connected with me by the ties of blood, No further particulars.
Greenleaf Thorn, to Miss Rebecca Makepeace.
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
sed. .An entertainment was given to them by regard of common friendship,----- if I
°f tnity’t0 M'ss Jane Gillthe Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
[In Charlestown, several sheds, stablesand naui?krdrnrDlnS:
by the Whig members of Congress on Thurs have any one who loves me—I assure them
patfick of Lyman.
In Biddeford, 12th, Mr. Benjamin Mosier of TL1DWARD SIMPSON, Jr. named execuday, 12th instant. Between one and two that they cannot do me a better service than out-buildings were blown down,—several
hundred whigs, representing every State in | to follow my example, and vote heartily as I buildings unroofed, chimneys blown down Gorham, to Miss Elizabeth Merrill of ß
J tor in a certain instrument, purporting
! shall, for the nomination which has “ been &c.]
“
’ pclnMOllp’r0tnn,t;’ by JosePh Bobson, jun. to be the last will and testament of Edward
the Union, were seated at 8 P. M. and par I made.” (Immense applause.)
&
"
h
“
"
8
“
P
lps
’
*°
Mias
Clare
""
“
Bean,
|
Talk not of
Simpson, \a\e of Nork, in said county, yeo
Sloop of war Concord broke from her fast
took of a sumptuous repast. A fine Band sacrifice,” said Mr. Clay. What is a public
ening at the wharf, in the Navy Yard, and
I” Portsmouth N. H. Mr John M. While, U man, deceased, having presented thè same
was present, ‘enlivening the scene with man worth to the country,—in what does he
Miss Ruth Ann, daug hter of the late Dr. Charles , for probate :
show his patriotism if he is not always ready vessel againSt tbe Golumbus, damaging both £1
o l man •
— ■““I ORDERED—That the said executor give
choice selections of music.’—Mr. Crittenden,
to sacrifice himself for his country.—There
aaEajsaa i notice to all persons interested, by causing a
of Kentucky, officiated as President on the has been no sacrifice. We have not been onTh.e.NewburyPort Herald states that 15 or
obîtuary
— copy of this order to be published three
occasion, ami was assisted by six Vice Presi contending for Henry Clav, for William Hen
fishing schs., lying at the wharves at that
DIFD-inThFi------- m iweeks successively in the Kennebunk Gary
Harrison,
for
Daniel
Webster,
for
Winfield
dents, viz : Messrs. Southard of N. J. ; Bell
place, were more or less damaged, and con Gooch dat Lhter nf Vi”’ K ‘ t- MJSS Harr1et ZHte’ P,inted at Kennebunk, that they may
’
f
J^deduh Gooch, aged appear at a Probate Court to be held at South
of Tenn. ; Lincoln of Mass. ; Granger of N. Scott.—No !—we have been contending for siderable damage was done by ihe overflow 22 yea^
i principles. Not men, but principles, are our ing ofthe wharves, and floating awayof wood
Also, the 15th inst. a child of Mr
B^w'pk’
said county, on the first Monday
Y. ; Williams of Tenn, and White of Ky.—|
; rules of action. Look not then to Harrisburg and lumber. At Plum Island the height of the Webber, aged 15 months
’
E?,EZER i
Eehruary next, at ten of the clock in the
The Washington correspondent of the New but to the White House—nor to the nomina tide and violence of the sea had caused great
In Newfield, 28th ult. Miss Catharine B„r ! fo[en<™'h and shew cause, if any they have,
York Express of 13th inst. gives the following tion, but to the mountain of corruption which depredations on the eastern side ofthe island bank, aged 19 years.
why the said instrument should not be provi
it
is
designed
to
overthrow,
—
-not
to
the
man
in
washing
away
the
bank
and
sand
hills
’
,
In Lyman, 5th, Miss Alma, daughter of Mr ied’,aPP'oved ami allowed as the Fast will
brief outlines of a few of the many speeches
who has been nominated, but to the Goths and covering many acres of meadow with bamuei Grant, aged 16 years.
anJ
. .. ..... ....... ofr-'
” deceased.
‘
and testament
the said
which were made during the evening
the and Vandals at the Capitol. William Henry sand.
field" Me°’ 8^’ .q‘SS C?nthia Packard of BloomAttest, Wm. Gutter Allen. Register.
sketch of Mr. Clay’s remarks will be read with Harrison and John Tyler are medicine which
At Portsmouth the gale was violent, but no neld, Me. aged 18 years.
A true copy.—Attest,
interest and cannot fail to excite in the bosom will cure us of the sacrifice, if sacrifice there great damage was done there.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register
Hil1're,ict of'te,
December 13.
of every reader the liveliest feelings of admi be, but there is none. Go home then gentle M1 h,e ^!o•IGesIer T<«gfaph, under date of late Mr Josiah Hill, aged 87 years.
men of the Convention, remembering what Monday noon says,—
ration. Thè sentiments expressed do honor you have seen here.
I At a Court of Probate holden at North-Berwick.
The storm which set in yesterday morning
SHIP NEWS.
| within andfor the County of York, on the first
■to the head and heart of this eminent states
Tell your constituents of the nomination — has been disastrous indeed, both to life and
man—add yet another to the already multipli- of a bleeding Constitution —of the Executive property. It is impossible at present to fur- KENNEBUNK, DECEMBER 21, 1839.'j Monday of December, in the year of our
ford eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by
power
against which we are waging a war msli any particulars, and we have ordy time
ed evidences ol-his sterling integrity, disi,,- o
, externnnation-o
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge ot said
of extermination—of Executive machinery to state that about twenty-five vessels have bri^pJ9’ Si'P hUSAILED.
7
’
Mur
P
h
y'N
e
w
Orleans;
lerested patriotism and hallowed love of■ and Executive favor of one President nomi gone ashore, most of them having become en
Court :
brig Cadmus, Gould, Ponce. P. R ■ sch. Ni]e
country.
nating his successor, and that successor his tire wrecks—as many more are riding at an tyrant, Boston ; sloop Superior, Emery, do.
’ AN the petition of Martha Trafton, ex,
ecutrix of the will of JosiaMPraflon.
Some fifteen or twenty speeches were successor. Tell them to put forth all the en chor. with every spar cut away—and as near
memoranda.
Ar. at Saco, 9th, sch. Argo, Coggins, East late of Shapleigh, in said county, deceased,
made by some ofthe most distinguished men ergies they possess to relieve the land from as can be estimated, fifty persons have perish
it-,
; and
in the land, and all of them were ofa charac- the curse. which rests upon
■
........ if they
j can ed
Our shores present a spectacle melan- port ; 12th, schs Echo, Jordan; Adno , Murch representing that the personal estate of said
’ I¡deceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts
ter far excelling mediocrity. Mr. Evans ofit len be ’’^’fferent, from that moment they t holy enough to make the heart bleed, strew and Elizabeth. Leavitt,-all from Boston.
Ar. at New York, 12th inst. bark Bohemia, D 1 which he owed at the time of his death by the
Maine, opened the ball-and beginwing at
tO,be Paniotsed as they are with dead bodies and frag
sum of nine hundred dollars, and praying
Maine it rolled on to Missouri. Mr. E., after I
1 ,ie tthnve !S a
outline of Mr. Clay’s ments of the wrecks. Most of the vessels aj for a license to sell and convey so much of the
some pertinent and eloquent remarks upon ! sP.eecb’ wfiich, when concluded was received shore belong to the Eastward.
New Or'l^nT’* Regu,us’
real estate of said deceased as may be neces
the occasion which had brought the members!
LI,aHilnious applause,
T he quantity of snow at the West has been
Shi fr„m New York, 15th. brio Caroline, Pratt sary for the payment of said debts and inci
together—upon the reform desired in the !r ■ ‘‘ feo"l,,aril> Gov. Taylor, Mr. Bell, Gov. so great, and it is so much drifted, that the
Councils ofthe Nation by the Whigs of t|je Ì Jlinc”ln’G!a,1é?er’M >'• Biddle, Mr. Wise, passage of the Boston and Worcester rail road Wdm.noton,« C-Ar. at New Orleans, 3d, Ver dental charges :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
Union—upon the gross outrage upon t|le M>’. Neal of Maine. Mr Ashman and Mr. Sal- was entirely obstructed, on Monday and yes non, Perkins, Bordeaux.
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
Constitution of the country—introduced the I il?'! . of Mass’ Mr‘ Stanley
N. C., Mr. terday.
J
J
and to all persons interested in said estate, by
toast of
of Mr.
Mr. Wise
Wise of
of Virginia,
Virginia,“ T
The
he union
union !! Wrigbt of M()-’ M,‘- Evans of Maine, and oth
wo si
toast
—“
causing a copy of this order to be published
One of the most rernarkable9c.ircumstances
of the Whigs, for the sake of the Un er distinguished gentlemen made speeches.
J®
given
that
the
annual
meeiing
ot
'
’m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenconnected with this gale is, that at Barnstable,
ion !” The toast was received with great
EFFECTS^OFTILeTatE GALE.
only 66 miles from this city in a S. S. E. di KEN'VBUVK-PORT granite Jj nebunk, in said county, three weeks succesunanimity, and called forth Mr. Crittenden of
¡sively, that they may'appear at a Probate
Kentucky.
The late gale was very destructive ot life rection, it blew hard from 9 in the mornin«
I^AIL-RO AD COM P AN Y
j Court to be holden at Alfred, in said county,
to noon on Sunday, after which, while the
The accidental sentiment which had been and property,
We gather the following de- gale was most severe in this vicinity, the wind Will he held at the Company's house, in Ken- on the first Monday in January next, at ten
nil K«>
....... £'from Maine,
ft/« •
.he said
. . !
’. <■ *.
J
read
by tkrx
the geptlemau
,
a
had become a principle with the Whigs. It |
,o'n our exchanges :
lulled to a moderate breeze, and shifted to S. nehunk-port, on Wednesday, the first day of ! of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
was a peace offering, around which all !
1 he Gale, of which we gave some account and S. W., continuing through the afternoon January next, at one o’clock P. M. for the ,' if any they have, why the prayer of said pe
would bow. In giving up the name of Hen-l
contR,,,ed up to midnight, when it and night. Early yesterday morning it haul choice ol officers, and to act on the foliowin« tition should not be granted. *
...........°
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ry Clay as the Whig candidate for rhe Presi-1 8t*dl,en|y lulled. During the last houritseem- ed to N. E., but was still moderate! At New articles, viz :—
A true copy—Attest,
1st. To see if the proprietors will re-condency, he made a great sacrifice, both as a • eVer!L,more v,°lei't than at any previous Benford, only 52 miles S. of this city, the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Kentuckian, and as the friend of his «listili- tl,,ne'
day the wind has been high from Mercury states that there was a brisk snow vey to John Emery and others, the property
December 6.
We have all, who be-l
Ut N- Wlth snow- Jt is agreed on all hands storm, and the snow fell to the depth of seve de3de,i by tbe,n t0 tb’s corporation.
guished colleague.. i.._
2d. To see if the proprietors will sell a
long to Kentucky, made a great sacrifice in j hat since the gale of September, 1816, we ral inches. There is no mention ofthe wind
M a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick,
not having the man of our choice, but we have have not had in this quarter so severe a gale. and the anxiety of tlie good people of that part or the whole ofthe soil owned by the
within andfor the County of York, on the first
corporation,
reserving
all
the
granite
ami
the
place
was
only
that
the
by-laws
for
the
re

—
Boston
Daily
Adv.
of
Tuesday.
not sacrificed our country — we, have not yet
Monday in December, in the year oj our Lord
right
of
quarrying.
&c.
moval
of
snow
from
the
sidewalks
should
be
At Central wharf, brig Maria Theresa, of
lost that. The sacrifice we make is made as
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
3d. Io see if the proprietors will make an
a tinty.
, this port, parted her fasts, swung foul of barque duly enforced.
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
We looked to the Harrisburg National Con-1 Norfolk, stove her starboard bow, carried aassessment on each ofthe one thousand orig
Court :
inal
shares
of
the
corporation,
to
defrav
all
[From the Boston Advertiser of Thursday-]
vention as forming the Whig Representa-1 way both topgallant masts and broke wind
KMNCY HOBBS, guardian of Nathaniel
its out standing debts.
live party of the Union ; and now that the lass. The Norfolk had her starboard quarter
FURTHER PARTICULARS.
-Ln
Hobbs, minor, and child of George
'ROBERT TOWNE, .SW
Convention has said that another, and not I stove, broke boom, <&c. Sch. Sarah, ofNewHobbs, late of North-Berwick, in said county,
We learn from a gentleman who left Glouces
Kennebunk-port,
Dec.
18,1839.
J
d|a
f
’
"
ed
ffotu
the
Stream
against
the
the Kentucky Senaior, was their choice,!
deceased, having presented her first account
ter on ruesday evening, and who made particu
Kentucky would go as far as those who! M. I. but receive«! slight injury.
lar inquiries in relation to the melancholy disas FARMS, TIMBER LOTS, STOCK, &c. ofguardianship of her said ward for allow
[Many
other
vessels
in
thè
Harbor
were
ance :
went the farthest in support of the nomina
ters in the outer harper of that place by the late
-FOR SALE.tion. Cheerfully do we recognise and con more or less-injured. Several carried away! gale, that up to the time of his leaving, the bodies ^pHE subscriber offers for sale, on reasonORDERED—That the said guardian
form to the proceedings ofthe Convention.! their bowsprits, others were badly chafed, &c.l of on y fourteen persons had been found, two of
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
*
able
terms,
the
following
parcels
of
Considerable damage was done at Ea*t wmeh had drifted ashore that afternoon. It is
Rather, indeed, than a sacrifice, we feel it to
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Real Estate, &c. &c.
be a duty. —The hopes of our adversaries Boston. The roofofa school house was blown confidently hoped that the loss of lives in that
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
The
Homestead
Farm
of
the
late
Elisha
harbor
will
not
exceed
thirty.
One
sch.
name
who are revelling in the spoils of a distracted off. 1 he car-house was prostrated, and some
unknown, struck on Norman’s Woe, and in five Littlefield, whereon she now resides, contain zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
of
the
cars
much
injured.
country, centre first on our expected divisions, i
that they may appear at a Probate Court
1 ’1°,H Gloucpsler we *earn ffiat ot a lat'ge minutes went entirely to pieces, with the loss of ing about 160 acres of good land, consisting to be held at South-Berwick, in said county,
Let our adversaries be disappointed, Let us
all on board. He counted 28 dismasted vessels ot Ullage, pasture and wood land-well pro
Let
our
niun
'
)er
°f
coas
t>ug
schs.
and
sloops
which
had
unite and conquer those usurpers.
__
in the harbor
poitioned. T here is a well finished two story ou the first Monday of February next, at ten
Sch, Eagle, Rankin, from Wells for Boston, dwellmg-house, 2 Barns and other out-build- of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
young men, as they value the good example put into Cape Ann harbor when the storm
. (...... t of‘ (he
came °n> a,,d f°r ffie most part anchored in rode out the gale without damuge.
of our fathers, unite in the support
‘
mgs on the same, and, also, a good orchard, if any they have, why the same should not
cause which
which our
our fathers
fathers honored.
honored.’ The Con- •
outer ka,‘h°r> twenty went ashore, and
cause
and
two wells of water conveniently located. be allowed.
Provincetown, Dec. 16th, 9 o’clock p. m.—A
indi-!
°f
number we'>t to pieces, many
vention of Harrisburg was composed of indi
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
—ALSO —
viduals of a distinguished character, and mav ,VPjS Vye'e
as seventeen bodies had al-/ violent gale accompanied with rain and snow
A true copy—Attest,
A
portion
ofthe
well
known
farm,
former

commenced
at
this
place
on
Sunday
mornin«,
and
tho
j. mi
•
the «.no..!«
result of their deliberations,
and the iioin- ready
r1e<u1^ been
*?een taken
taken up
UP on
on the
the beach.
beach. One of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ly occ.Mpmd by the late Reuben Littlefield
December 6.
¡nation they have made, unite the Whies of i Ta iS ,'ep?’ted tO be a ferna,e> who was has continued with unabating fury, up to th^ time
ot my writing. The destruction of vessels and contammg about 78 acres. There is a dwelthe Union, and give success to the Whig a, ed r° !le bitts
lb« windlass of a Castine property on the back of Cape Cod, exceeds that mg-house on the same. A considerable por
a Court of Probate holden at North- Berwick,
cause throughout the length and breadth of sp,loo'1er> f wo others of the crew also perish- of any former gale for many years Below' I give
tion of this is wood and timber land.
within and for the County of York, on the
the land.
i■ ed* Among the vessels on the
liioo.
iuq beach
uucivu were
were you a list, as far as has come to my knowledge,
first Monday in December, in the year of our
—also—
Mr. Boardman
Boardman of
of Connecticut,
Canneeticat, Chairman
Cl.air.nan '!
1 ¡t!
Mr.
'e m
n! S
S~
~’’ hirnber laden, and and by the next mail you will probably hear from
A valuable Timber lot, containing 25 acres
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty nine, by
of
ofthe
the Delegates,
DaleBates, thanked the
lhe gentlemen pres-i
pres-if
’ ? w«'y
t'.V & Eliza, of Belfast.
The place me again.
situated in Lyman.
the Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
—
z
...
.i
.
.
•
.
.
.
.
■
where
most
<
___
___
ent for the kind reception the Delegates had
re most of the vessels struck was a reef
Brig Rideout, from Bath, for Matanzas, came
Court :
—also—
recei ved, and for the manner in which their_ of rocks called Norman’s Woe, between which into the outer breakers, on the back of the Cane Saw miith
USAN CHADBOURNE. administratrix
°r lbree (,ays i‘6Smith’s
nomination had been received.
As one off. and the beach there was a strip of water, about 2 o clock this afternoon,, immediately can- Saw-Mill, (so called) in Lyman.
of the estate of Elisha Chadbourne, late
the Delegates he could say that he had never so that the chance of saving file by the unfor- sized, and all on board perished ; she was a new
of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, hav
—ALSO—
S
felt his duty to be so great and responsible asJ1 tunate
.rnyi1t mariners driven upon them was very brig, on her first voyage.
1 lot of Salt-Marsh, situated in Wells.
ing presented her first account of administra
when acting in his official capacity as one of &slight. There is another report from Glou
Brig Austin, Walston, of and from Bath, for
tion of the estate of said deceased for allow
—ALSO —
cester
that
upwards
of
twenty
more
bodies
the Delegates at the Convention.“ Twenty.Matanzas, came ashore about the same time, and • J i,.e,w ’n lbe Baptist Meeting house, (at ance, and also her petition for an allowance
had
two of the States of the Union were repre- j r*
1 come ashore. The sea broke with such near the same place the Rideout did-she beat Alewjfe, so called) in Kennebunk.
out ofthe personal estate of said deceased :
J
upon
the
beach
that
no
boats
could
ven

over
the outer bars and came up near the shore
sented at Harrisburg, and every delegate :
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
— ALSO —
when
hv
means
of
a
rope
made
fast
to
the
brio
ture
near
the
stranded
vessels
to
save
their
■seemed to feel deeply the importance of right
The Stock on said farm,—Oxen. Cows, give notice to all persons interested, by caus
and hauled taught by the persons on shore the
crews.
Of
the
crews
of
the
vessels
which
action. No Convention he thought, since
Also, the Farming utensils, ing a copy of this order to be published three
0,1 shore> much ex‘ ftheep, &c.
the adoption of the Constitution, had ever as- i went to pieces, a quarter part probably per halted CCeCded ‘n
which are in good order.
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
ished.
r
semliled for more important purposes, and
If the above are not disposed of at Private zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
At Woonsocket, R. I. snow fell to the
the Delegates could not but be glad that their ! At Sandy Bay, on the N. E. side of Glousale, before Saturday, January I J, 1840, the that they may appear al a Probate Court to
labors had been so generally responded to. Ij cester, a schooner, name unknown, laden with depth of 18-inches.
....... ——in Providence the roofs ;
Positively be sold at PUBLIC AUC- be held at Alfred, in said county, on the
He thought that Connecticut preferred Clay II flour, m attempting to make a harbor, drove of two or three sheds fell under the
1 ION, at 1 o’clock P. M. on that day. Per first Monday of January next, at ten ol the
upon
a
reef,
and
immediately
went
to
pieces
accumu,
to any other man. and he had preferred him i
sons wishing to purchase are invited to ex clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
himself. Connecticut had known his services!, with loss of all her crew. The cargo was lated weight of snow.
amine the farms, wood lots, &c.
if any they have, why the same should not
!
strewn
along
the
beach.
at Ghent, in the councils of the nation, and i
Only a small portion ofthe purchase mon be allowed.
The storm commenced here early ........ ......
I
Messrs.
Topliffhave since received a letter
on
Sunshe appreciated them. Mr. Boardman con-'
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
day morning and continued until Tuesday ey will be required on the delivery of the
eluded with the following toast, which was from Mr. George H. Rogers, dated GloucesA true copy—Attest,
Deeds.—A liberal credit will be given for
responded to with an enthusiasm seldom j ter, i6th inst. stating that about 60 sail of ves morning, accompanied with a gale of unusual much the largest parr, if satisfactorily s’ecurWm. Cutter Allen, Register.
sels were in the outer harbor when the gale
before experienced.
December 6.
severity-tlie wind N. E. during its continu ed‘
,
ABIGAIL W. SMITH.
“ Henry Clay—In America, his character commenced, of which 21 were driven ashore, ance. The rain fell in torrents on SundayKennebunk, Dec. 20, 1839.’
*#l a Court of Probate held at North-Berwick,
will be regarded in proud and grateful recol viz. sch. Sarah, of Portsmouth, N. H., Pru
within and for the County of York, on the
dence, and Industry, of Prospect, Me.; Splen on Monday Snow fell to the depth of 6 inches,
lection.”
UNION ACADEMY-KENNEBUNK.
first Monday in December, in the year of
Mr. Clay rose, and every person in the did, of Newcastle, Me.; Sally & Mary, of which although somewhat drifted makes very GpHE next term of this Literary Institution
our Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine,
room rose with him, and gave him as gener Biistol, Me. ; Delta, of Wiscasset, crews all tolerable sleighing. The weather since has
will commence, with the usual instruc
by the Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
ous a welcome as ever a conqueror received saved ; Columbia, of Waldoboro’, Capt. Kaier been clear and cold, the thermometer for the tion, on Wednesday, the 25th of this month.
of said Court:
just returning from the field of victory.
In and his brother drowned ; St Cloud, of Pros last few mornings, at sunrise, ranging from 2 —Good board can be had on the most rea
ANIEL GOULD, Jr. guardian of Daniel
a moment, however, all were breathlessly si pect, a man and woman lost, names unknown ;
sonable terms.—Terms for tuition from 3 to
Gould, a person non compos mentis,
lent and attentive. Mr. C. said that although Sally, of Wiscasset, Hartley Decker, and above to 4 below zero. We hear of very few 5 dollars per quarter.
ot Berwick, in said county, having presented
he had accepted the invitation to participate Isaac Decker, lost; Milo, of Bristol, Samuel disasters by the gale in the immediate vicini
_
k- COLBY, Secretary.
his second account ofguardianship of his said
in the festivities of the day, he expected to Sproul, lost; Favorite, of Wiscasset, William ty. At Cape Porpoise, a Nova Scotia schooner
Kennebunk, Dec. 19, 1839.
ward, for allowance :
Mann
and
Sally
Hilton,
lost
;
three
mast
sch.
remain almost a silent spectator.
But he
run ashore on Green Island and went to pie Jit a Court of Probate holden at North Berwick
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Fame,
of
and
for
Ellsworth,
all
saved;
sloops
could not remain silent,—I am., said he, here
within and for the County of York, on thè notice to all persons interested, by causing a
to render honor to those who, after perform Portland, of Brunswick, do. ; Eagle, of Bath ces, the cargo, potatoes, lost,—crew saved by
ing a most arduousservice in a National Con do.; also, schs. Eliza & Betsey, Volant, Char the exertions of those residing at the Cape,__
frst Monday of December, in the year of our copy of this order to be published three
vention, are about to return to their Constitu lotte, Mary Gould, Boston, and Brilliant, of a schooner in the harbor, having on board’aLord eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, bu weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
ents. You, gentlemen, said he, have made Mt. Desert, crews mostly or wholly saved Of
Courts' WM’ A’i,AYES’ J^ofsaid zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
bout 600 quintals fish and 40 barrels oil,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
a great and patriotic sacrifice,—you have the above, the Delta, of Wiscasset is the only
travelled at an inclement season of the year, vessel not totally lost. Three vessels have grounded and bilged—will be got off’, but the |^|N the petition of Henry Paul, executor held at South-Berwick, in said county, on the
and some of you more than a thousand’ sunk, crews probably lost. Twenty-one ves cargo of course will be very materially dam yr of the last will of Jeremiah. Paul, late ¡first Monday of February next, at ten of the
miles to perform what may be consider sels remain in the harbor at anchor with their aged. We can obtain no further particulars. of York, m said county, deceased, repre 'i clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
repre- t|)ey have, why the same shbuld not be
ed as a high and important duty. I am proud masts cut away, and seven only with masts
senting that the personal estate of said de
fallowed.
At
Ogunquit,
a
schooner
grounded,
but
will
!
standing.
There
were
other
wrecks
in
other
ceased is not sufficient to pav the just debts!
to honor those who have thus honored the
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
be got off with slight damage—a wharf was * which he owed at the time of his death by I
country,—those who, at great sacrifices, have parts of Cape Ann.
A true copy—Attest,
A slip from the Bunker-Hill Aurora informs somewhat injured and a few cords of wood ; the sum of seventy-five dollars, and praying
left I heir homes for the public good.
Your
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
for a license to sell and convey so much of
body was composed of men of great weight us that sch. Catharine-Nickels, (of Bruns drifted from the landing place.
December 6.
the real estate of said deceased as may be ___ ———________ of character and talent, and you are here after wick,) Woodward, from Philadelphia, with
having travelled the length and breadth of coal, went on the rocks at Nahant, at 4 P M
Very Low.—The Eastern Argus quotes
delHS ‘",l ®R CHARMES MURCH,
the land in this public service.
There can yesterday, and is a total wreck : Mr. Hatch
„
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no-i
KENNEBUNK,
Bennett
’s . New-York Herald to show...........
that
not be a single doubt as to the acquiescence and two men lost.

S

D

In Marblehead harbor, every vessel went a-1 Gen. Harrison’s nomination is unpopular with ^ceiB'ere°f loffie heirs of said deceased and
' to all persons interested in said estate, by
shore except one coasting schooner, which the whigs ! ! !
¡causing a copy of this order to be publishcut away both mates, and was thus enabled
!ed in rhe Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
to hold on. We heard of no lives lost there.
TEMPERANCE MEETING.
; Kennebunk in said county, three weeks suc
Mr. Laban Souther, from Cohasset, stales
The annual meeting of the tnembets ofthe cessively,
‘ï that they
..... J *may
’"-4 appear at ”a 1Probate
"’om.«
mat sch. Margaret, of and from Bath for
' ‘
~
■
..............j
^ha,rJeSt?n’ S- C- ,aden with lumber, is ashore “ Kennebunk Temperance Society,"—for the _ m to be ‘,0>'lenjit South-Berwick, in said
. be baacb’ one mile South of Cohasset choice of officers for the ensuing year and the county, on the first Monday in February
other business as may be next,
nRX at ten of the clock in the forenoon, anil
haibor. She remained tight and upright at transaction . of such
—..............
lllc vour)
c«use, if any they have, why the
deemed expedient
—will be held ai
at the
Conn-. . "Sb3W
"e
"I""..’“. “f.,,br.i? of1al’0,ut200,ons’
ting-Room of the Secretary, on Wednesday prayer of said Petition should not be granted;!
;d0
bo,h
—
1 a white streak, with both masts inext (Christmas day) at 3 o’clock in the after.!
a t Attest> Wm- Cutter Allen, Register.
:
their desire to establish a purer and bettei .Vt Z Sn
noon.
£) REMICH Sec’
A true copjAttest,
Kennebunk, Dec. 19, 1839.
’
y’ 1
n
h
Cutter Allen, Register, i
uecembei O.

of the Great Whig Party of the Union at the
the result ot your deliberations. It was your
fortune or misfortune to meet with various opinions ; but meeting and deliberating, as was
designed, you have made a unanimous nomi
nation. Surely,said Mr. Clay, it becomes no
member now to object to what was done. If
the friends of favorites are disappointed, they
are bound to forget their disappointment—
they are bound by every consideration of

ROOMS AT THE MOUSAM HOUSE,
TENDERS HIS SERVICES TO THE INHABITANTS
OF THIS VILLAGE AND VICINITY.

Kennebunk, December 6, 1839.

TO LET,
ripWO ROOMS over Mr. Phineas Stevens’
S
shop—very convenient for a Tailor’s
shop or a Lawyer’s office. Apply to
ALEXANDER WARREN.
Kennebunk, Dec. 14,1839.
«LACK SAND,-by the peck
: or smaller
quantity.-for
sale by
bv D.
D. REM
I
quantity,
—for sale
ICH.

jq

POETRÏ

IMPORTANT!

1

BY

NOTICE

BRANDRETH’S PILLS, I THEJTvtERSl'l; E^Tr1wA7IPI?IN
v'm'rmro e". f!? '1.'3

virtue of a license from the Probate * VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine! j
ni
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits is a
Court for the County of York, I shall
proved by the experience of thousands tolano PHENIX DIM
ate held, is satiscertain state of the mind accompanied
sel 1 at public auction, on Tuesday, the seventh be, when properly persevered with, a certain | factonly demonstrated by the increasing de[From the, Metropolis.]
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
•
•
•
! mand fin them in every State and section
TAKE THE RUBY WINE AWAY.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and day of January next, so much of the real es- cure in every form of the Only One Disease, manu mr menu iu cvc.y onus anu seci10n
tale of John Bourne, late of Kennebunk,1 all having the same origm^^ mvariably arise ! of the Union, and by the voluntary testhe worst consequences imagined. Ancient
...
1
,
7
P
____
«
1,
~
TTVIVCDQAI
DtfYivP
rd
nil
dicaneo
Bring me forth the cup of gold,
"
_
7 from the "UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, tinonmolc!
timomals tn
to thnic
their rnmorlzahla
remarkable arnnonu
efficacy which
of thirty-one
medical writers supposed this disease to be deceased, as will pay the sum
Ifinff1 hniispy and namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- are every where offered. It is not less from
Chased by Druid’s hands of old,
confined to those particular regions of the ab hundred dollars. The dwel”
1 tion
ofrethethan
BLOOD.
Filled from yonder fountain’s breast,
"yn“a pe;io~dVf liu
ie mO
three years in a deeply gratifying confidence that they are
domen, technically called ' hypochondria, land adjoining in the village of ‘Kennebunk-j
.. ! In a period of little more than three years in (|je njeans of extensive and inestimable good
Where the waters are at rest;
hi afflicted fellow creatures Th?
which are situated on the right or left side of port, occupied by Leander Foss, will be sold the Uni*ted States, thev have restored to a state of
ONE HUNDRED ¿
“‘fj
au,uu
5
Mvatu.cn, than
man
This for me —in joyous hour,
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo at ten o’clock in the forenoon; and the.es-; HEALTH and 6njoyineot over•ONF
’HOUSAND
interested considerations that the protate in Kennebunk, embracing the rsalt‘ 17"
;7
; ~ (persons, who
' were given over ..
This for me—in beauty’s bower,
chondriasis.
o, pLiei..;. -..It .nd pneior of these pre-emmently successful
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal marsh joining Adam McCulloch, the house incurable by physicians of the first ran
This for me—in manhood’s prime,
and in
’ many cases when every other ¡' medicines is desirous of keeping them consymptoms
are, flatulency in the stomach or and lot occupied by William Cole, and standing, ?
This for me—in life’s decline.
....clbeen resorted
____ J to
-- in
1............
stantly before the public eye.
The sale of
had
vain.
bowels, acrid eructations, costivene.ss, spas such part of the homestead farm as may be !i remedy
Iri^ all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it ! every additional box and bottle is a guarannecessary to raise said«'sum, will be sold|’at
modic
pains,
giddiness,
dimness
of
sight,
pal

Bring me forth the humbler horn,
be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or j tee that some person will be relieved from a
pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing two o’clock in the afternoon —sale to be on pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu-! greater or less degree of suffering, and be
Filled by hunter’s hand at morn,
the
premises.
the attention upon any subject of importance
tional or from some immediate cause, whether ; improved in general health ; for in no case
From the chrystal hand that flows
E. E. BOURNE, Administrator.
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
it be from internal or external injury, it wifl be I 0¡p&u|fer¡ng prorn j¡^eaí¡ie can they
ta|<en
Underneath the blooming rose,
Kennebunk,.
Nov.
28,
1839.
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
cured by persevering in
1 ,SJ ! in vain. The proprietor has never known
Where the violet loves to sip,
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
This great principle of “PURGING” in i nor been informed of an instance in which
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a More®, Orm-tWowife®, Roller sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is they have failed to do good.
Where the lily cools her lip ;
In the most
Roors^
found much more convenient to take an occa
total derangement of the nervous system.—
Bring me this—and I will say,
UST received and for sale, uncommonly sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
The
mental
feelings
and
peculiar
train
of
Take the ruby wine away !
well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled, chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism
low for cash or approved credit,
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos
IOOKLV&
STOrAW,
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
Take away the damning draught,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
versity. The wisest and best of men are as among which are the IMPROVED PRE months of miserable weakness, and the only one swellings and ulcers, scurvy, salt rheum, and
By the bacchanalian quaffed !
MIUM, with luminous from, the LUMIN who is benefitted is your Doctor.
open
to
this affliction as the weakest.
Look at the all other chronic affections of the organs and
Take away the liquid death—
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of OUS CONICAL, the ELEVATED OVEN j difference between the appearance of those two membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
Serpents nestle in its breath,
treatment are to remove indigestion and ROTARY, the JAMES’, old pattern, very i persons—one has been treated by your regular and permanency which few persons would
Terror rides upon its flood,
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir cheap, OVEN MOUTHS, BOILER DOORS, I practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he theoretically believe, but to which thousands
Vice surrounds its brim of blood,
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear ASH PIT DOORS, COPPER WARE, for is, see how the shadow of death throws his have testified from happy experience. In
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con stoves, TIN WARE, at wholesale and re solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, colds and coughs, which, if neglected su
Sorrow in its bosom stings,
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care-1 tail, ZINC. STOVE GRATES made to see how he trembles in every limb ; Iris eyes perinduce the most fatal diseases of the
Sorrow buoyed on pleasure’s wings.
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
fully regulated by the occasional use ofa1 order.
lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general,
All kinds of work usually done in a tin perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just' hear how
mild aperient.
We know nothing better
Dip tjjp bucket in the well,—
the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
He these medicines, if taken but for three or
shop
executed
at
short
notice
and
in
the
most
calculated
to
obtain
this
end
than
Dr.
Wm.
Where the trout delights to dwell,
says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com four days, never fail. Taken at night, they
Evans’ Aperient Pilis—being mild and cer faithful manner, at very low prices for cash. plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme so promote the insensible perspiration, and
Where the sparkling water sings,
tain in their operation.
The bowels being Call and see.
dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e. so relieve the system of febrile action and
As it bubbles from the springs—
LEVI P. HILLARD.
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution, feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
Where the. breezes whisper sweet,
Kennebunk,
Dec.
7,
1839.
better say.—So to save life .you must half poison delightful sense of convalescence in the
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
Where the happy children meet,
with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and
CoiBiBiissiooers
’
TYotice.
M ERCURV — and positively make a man mis morning ; and though the usual symptoms
Draw and let the draught be mine—
without dispute have proved a great blessing
FSAHE subscribers, appointed by the Judge erable the sad remainder of his existence ; this is ofa cold should partially return during the
Take away the rosy wine.
to the numerous public.
day, the repetition of a suitable dose at the
of Probate for the County of York, called curing. Shocking folly !
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of J_
Washington, 1839.
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—-the next hour of bed-time will almost invariably
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this Commissioners to receive and examine all the man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver effect permanent relief, without further aid1.
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au claims of the several creditors to the estate of Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
FABiW FOR SzlEE.
RICHARD THOMPSON,
Y virtue ofa license from (he Probate thority in existence condemns it, every medi late of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased, conscious strength, his countenance is clear violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
cal
practitioner
that
is
acquainted
with
it
and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
Court, for the County of York, I shall
represented insolvent, hereby give notice that
sell at Public Auction, on the premises, on freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, they will attend for that purpose, at the office the feeling of new life and animation; he has retiring 10 bed with inflammatory symptoms
been confined a few days to his bed, but he us of the most alarming kind, will awake with
Tuesday, the twenty-fourth day of Decem and that the latter should do so in opposition of William B. Sewall, in said Kennebunk, on
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
ber next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, the to their personal interests, must be attributed the last Mondays of December, February and soon rose without any injury being sustained the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
farm of the late Abner Fisk of Wells, with either to their candor and love of truth, or to April next, from one to four o’clock in the af by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
In the same way, visceral
a lot of outland, called Boothby Swamp, their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob ternoon of each of said days
and that the a weak state he will be stronger, after he has sily subdued.
subject to widow’s dower.—Said farm con servation, and the testimony of thousands.
entirely recovered the attack : because his turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce
term
of
six
months
from
the
fourth
day
of
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
tains about one hundred acres; —with a hand
November instant, is allowed said creditors blood and fluids have become purified, and hav ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
some growth of wood, pine timber, &c. his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis for bringing in their claims and proving their ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the —the former to small and the latter to large
solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
The tillage land and pasture are ot the best eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad debts.
down by useless particles, but has renewed his ical affections, hypocondriacism, restless
quality. The house and buildings are in mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
WILLIAM
B
SEWALL,
?
Commtslife and body both.
good condition.—The dower will be sold if the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
ness, and very many oilier varieties of the
DANIEL
REMICH,
5
sioners.
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
and washes nobody to believe that he sells
desired.
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1839.
Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
the
“
Elixir
of
Life,
”
but
he
does
say,
and
he
I shall also sell, at the same time, a good
Full directions
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and cacy of the Phenix Billers.
for the use of these medicines, and showing
farm horse, waggon, sleigh and harness ; one does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
corrupt
humors
of
the
blood
;
those
humors
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
cow and spring calf, and one pair of sheep.
HE subscriber earnestly requests all per which cause disease—they impede the func their distinctive applicability to different
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
ELIZABETH FISK, Administratrix.
sons indebted to the estate of Elisha tions of the liver when they settle upon that complaints, accompany them ; and they can
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions
Wells, November 21,1839.
organ, and which, when they settle upon the be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367
Chadbourne, late of Kennebunk, to make
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the
payment prior to the first day of January muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the Broadway, where numerous certificates of
TRI-WEEKLY JOFRWAE. dreadful debility occasioned by the use of next. After that date he will be under the nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro their unparalleled success are always open to
EVERANCE & DORR will publish a purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es necessity of leaving all accounts remaining duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos inspection.
paper three times a week during the pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth unadjusted with an Attorney for collection. tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
(LF^AII post paid letters will receive im
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train mediate attention.
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
ensuing Legislature, at One Dollar for the
THOMAS LORD.
of
disorders
so
melancholy
to
the
sufferer
and
session. It will contain the Legislative pro ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Kennebunk, Nov. 9,1839,
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
all who behold them.
ceedings as usual, and the most important of which is brought on by intemperance ; in
Yes, purging these humors from the body is MOFFAT, 367 Broadway New York. A
the annual reports and other documents. the wretched horrors of mind and body which
the true cure for all these complaints, and eve liberal deduction made to those who pur
NOTICE.
Alsc the proceedings of Congress, which at accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap
HE subscriber having contracted with ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser chase to sell again.
the ensuing session will be of unusual in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the
the town of Kennebunk, to support tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and
terest.
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
The Life Medicines may also be had of
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
The extraordinary condition of the finan uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro known, and more and more appreciated.
the principal druggists
in every lown
cial affairs of the State—the adoption of the state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in
The cure by purging may more depend up
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per on the laws which produce sweetness or purity throughout the United States and the Cana
Revised Statutes if they shall be completed— others mentioned in the bills of directions
das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe
the subject of our N. E. Boundary—the prop given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers than may be generally imagined. Whatever
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of
osition to take the Bank tax from the Schools that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in of said town on his account or on account of tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
& use it to pay the State debt—the imposition terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT the town, as he will pay no bill for their it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
ALEX. G. FURNALD.
of constant exercise is seen.
of a heavy State tax—the provision for a new FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which support.
When constant exercise cannot be used
Kennebunk, April 11, 1839.
valuation—the choice of County officers by are sold with them, will effect immediate re
DR. R1CHFROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of fllO THE AFFLICTED!
the People, and tr.any other subjects which lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial
ARDSON’S celebrated Sherry Wine
NOTICE^
Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. JL
must come before the Legislature, will make a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
HE subscribers having contracted with Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain Bitters, for the cure of all those prevalent
it desirable to every citizen to be well in a doubt by daily testimonies which would
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup of life, are kept free from those impurities diseases, called Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Bilious
be
given
on
oath
;
and
for
this
much
Dr.
W.
formed of the doings of our public servants ;
which would prevent its steady current minis or Liver Complaints,
Dizziness or Head
port
the poor of said town for one year
from
and as we almost every year make a sacrifice EVANS can conscientiously request confi
tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na ache, Wandering or settled Pains, Sinking,.
of individual interest in publishing an extra dence.
Faintness, Nervous Debility, Costiveness,
Other and more conclusive demonstrations that they have made suitable provision for ture which is thus assisted through the means Piles, and all general derangements of
paper, we must rely upon our friends to aid
their support, and are ready to fulfil their and outlets which she has provided for herself.
us in getting a list of subscribers this year, of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile
contract in every particular.—All persons are
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York health, caused by an unhealthy state of the
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
large enough to pay the cost.
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276 stomach and bowels, which have been just
Any person who will procure six subscri submitted by the following important and ex
ly “ styled the storehouse of disease.”—
said Paupers on our account, or on account of Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
bers, and send the money in advance, can traordinary cures effected by their highly
These Bitters have proved a certain and
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
medicinal
qualities
—
all
of
which
may
be
have the seventh for his compensation.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
speedy remedy. They preclude the necessi
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
Payment in all cases required in advance. seen at. Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
ty of using Pills. Dr. R. considers it unne
or nature whatever.—We deem it proper to
This will be equally convenient to subscri 100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
cessary to publish a long list of puffing re
give notice that we have contracted with
bers, and save us much trouble and expense herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
commendations upon which the merits of
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
in collecting.
ting public.
many advertised medicines depend.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the services to the poor for the year above nam
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
When convenient, we would thank those
(¿^CAUTION TO PURCHASERS.
JOHN HUTCH INS, 3d.
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street
holding subscriptions, to forward the names thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer for sev ed.
They
are put m Flat Bottles, with the
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
FRANCIS BOSTON.
JVe?o Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
and money, by the 25th of December.
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pilis. She
following words blown in the glass US. 0..
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.
Charleston,
70
Meeting
street.
Augusta, Nov. 4, 1839.
has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight
Richardson’s Bitters, South Reading, Mass.”’
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
ness across the stomach, shortness nfbrealh, and palpi
\ETHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills with a label which covers the cork, and be
NOTICE.
tation
of
the
heart
;
exercise
would
almost
overcome
THRICE WEEKLY AGE. her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her -z-VM,
sure that a fac simile of my signature is up
F|1 HE Schooner GRAPE will purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
HE publishers of The Age propose to is complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Never purchase without being positively sure on the label, so that the cork cannot be
sail from Perkins’ wharf,
sue a paper three times a week during out fatigue and she is happy to say can now enjoy LA)
that
the
person
selling
has
an
E
ngraved
cer

K-ennebunk port, and from the
drawn without destroying it, also a fac sim
the next session of the Legislature.
tificate of Agency, and Upobserve it has been ile of my signature upon the outer en
life comfortably again.
in Boston, as a regular Pack
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
renewed ; no Certificate beihg any guarantee velope, without which none are genuine.
It will contain, in addition to the report of
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years 1 et between Kennebunk-port and Boston, after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
legislative debates and proceedings, the news
The great success of this medicine has in
have been so unwell that I was unable to attend to and will sail every week from Kennebunk to holder are genuine.
of the Day, a synopsis of congressional pro my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
duced a number of unprincipled persons to
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
Sub-Agents
in
York
County
will
be
supplied
ceedings, and the original matter which ap ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
imitate it in various ways.—Remember his
and
weather
permitting.
For
Freight
or
by
Mr.
J
ohn
O.
L
anglev
,
my
only
Travelling
pears in the weekly paper.
It is intended in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward, Agent in Maine—or by ordering frora my Bitters cannot be obtained of Pedlars on any
that the reports of proceedings shall be full continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differpretence whatever.
Principal New England Office,
medicine without effect, until I commenced Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
and accurate, and the sketches of Debates as entkindsof
P. S. Barnard W. G. Skinner, Travelling
19 Hanover St., 1.9—BOSTON.
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
D. & S. WARD.
complete anil perfect as any that have been their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY Agent for the New England States, Pre
published at Augusta.
mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
pared from Medicinal Plants and Roots at
NPW-YORR CHEESE. JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
The price of the Thrice Weekly will be to express my gratitude to you in person. In the
Richardson’s Laboratory. Sold Wholesale
UST received, by the subscribers, a quan
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
ONE DOLLAR for the session.
It will be mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant,
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck, and Retail at his office No. 15, Hanover
tity of Goshen Cheese, of good quality.
B. 8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
published on such days as will best accom
street, Boston, and by most Druggists
and Seleucus Adams ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
WM. LORD & Co.
modate our subscribers on the different mail
He therefore need only add that his
throughout the New England States. Mer
Lyman, William Huntress;
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
routes.
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
chants in the country can receive them
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne ;
Any person procuring six subscribers and his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT
Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ; safely packed in boxes, by forwarding an
PUNTS & OIL.
forwarding the amount of their subscriptions, PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail,
order, and the usual discount will be allow
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
HE subscriber has on hand a general as
shall be entitled to a copy of the paper.
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of
ed on the sale.
Price 75 cents per bottle*
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
sortment of PAINTS, OIL & COL
O^’The price of all subscriptions must be
his authorised agents in town and country.
His dry Bitters put up in a pressed form are
ORS, recently purchased in Boston for Cash,Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
paid in advance, or some person known to us
(J^The above invaluable medicines can
50 cts. per paper.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
which he will sell at a small profit for the
become responsible therefor.
Sold also by D. Remich, ¿Alex. Warren, fc
be obtained, at the following places, from the
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
same
pay,
or
approved
credit.
Augusta, November, 1839.
S. Jordan, Kennebunk ; Seth Hatch, John H,
AGENTS.
Wells,
Ogunquit,
Barak
Maxwell,
John
H.
JAMES HUBBARD.
Spear, and Barak Maxwell, Wells ; John A.
Spear ;
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
Kennebunk, March 27, 1839.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free- Berry, Saco ; York, Samuel A. Douglass ;
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
HE subscriber would inform the public
do. Samuel Adams ; Buxton, Thomas 8,
man ;
«GEE LEATHER.
that he has in operation at Kennebunk
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
Bowles ; Hollis, Jonathan Rumery ; Water
York, Alexander Dennett;
port, about | of a mile from the village, (on
OR sale a quantity of prime New-York
borough, Chace Taylor ; Alfred, Benj. F,
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
the road leading from Kennebunk to Kenne
Leather, by the subscribers.
Chadbourne ; North
Berwick, Jeremiah
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport;
bunk-port,) a Foundry for casting Iron, Brass,
WM.LORD & Co.
Lord; Great Falls, Mark Noble; Dover,
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
Buxton Corner, Nathan Eiden;
&c. Castings of any pattern required—such
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Wm. B. Smith, Asa A. Tufts, John H,
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
as stove bottoms, cultivator teeth, sled shoes,
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer, Wheeler.
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
&c;~will be executed at short notice. Persons
LIJVSEEH OIL.
November 9.
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
wishing for articles in this line are invited to
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
Parsonsfield,Asa Dolton; North do., Milo
GALLONS for sale by
call.
ISSACHAR WELLS.
HOMAS’Farmer’s Almanac, calculated
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
W
WM. LORD.
Kennebunk-port,Nov. 29, 1839.
for the State of Maine, for 1840 ;—by
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
Cornish, John McLellan ;
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
the 1000, 100, dozen or single copy.
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
Limington, James McArthur;
CM4P FOR CASH.
The xAmerican Almanac, and Repository
Dillingham, Camden;
Waterborough, James Leavett;
■a YOKE ot OXEN and 1 COW,-for Joshua
ERUVIAN CEMENT ! a superior arti
of Useful Knowledge, for 1840.
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
JL sale by
RALPH CURTIS.
cle for mending Crockery, China and
The Cultivator’s Almanac, and Cabinet
J. D. Currier, Waldoboro’;
Buxton, T. Bolles;
Kennebunk, Nov. 14, 1839.
Glass Ware, &c. &c. for sale bv
of Agricultural Knowledge, for 1840.
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
D.
REMICH.
For sale by
D. REMICH,
J. C. Kimball, Bluehill ;
Acton, Win. Evans.
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Kennebunk, Oct. 19, 1839.
FLOUR.
Ambrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
B. BRANDRETH, M. D.
UST received by the subscribers, 40 bbls.
J. Crockett, Norway ;
241 Broadway, N. Y.
Gennessee Flour, suitable for family
J. K. Miller, Oldtown ;
May, 1839.
use.
WM. LORD & Co. Caleb Crafts, Minot;
Kennebunk, Nov. 20, 1839.
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
ALPH CURTIS has a good assortment Bass Viol and Violin Strings.
HOSE indebted for papers, of whom
of all kinds ot LEATHER, which he
we have engaged to take Sea Weed,
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
FRESH lot of Bass Viol and Violin
GROSS Partridge’s Leather Preserva
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
are informed that a tew loads will, be receiv
will sell cheap tor cash.—Likewise,
BOOTS
Strings, of superior quality, this day
tive, this day received—for sale by the
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
<on hand, or w ill be made at short notice to
ed, if hauled soon, at two dollars per cord.
received—for sale by
dozen or single cannister by
New-York.
t
suit
customers.
JAMES K. REMICH.
D. REMICH.
D. REMICH.
April 20,1839.
Kennebunk, Nov. 14,1839.
Kennebunk, Nov, 9,1839.
iy.
Kennebunk, Sept. 11,1839.
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